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!
Put Your Whole Heart into It - Whatever it Is 

!
Most people have not reached a clear state of realising exactly what they love to do and 
what they are good at. By simply being aware that there is a greater plan for your life that 
waits to unfold in the course of life itself, you will begin to become in tune with something 
greater than yourself. Every incident that comes into your professional and personal life will 
be an opportunity to celebrate and to unravel the mystery of your life. 
!
 Sometimes people feel that whatever the work they are doing, it could not be sacred, not 
intended for them. They blame the work. The missing piece here is not what is wrong with 
the work they are doing, but rather understanding the work they are performing right now in 
the context of the bigger picture of their destiny. 
!
It is in the doing of things that the wealth exists. A person who can say, “I love doing this” is 
far more rewarded on the cosmic level than the person who would say “I am doing this job 
because I’ve got to do it” Even an open heart will close if inspirations are not being 
expressed - the artist must paint, the sculptor must sculpt, the doctor must heal. All your 
inner stillness must result in action. When you do what you love and follow this inspiration, 
your opportunities expand ten fold. That’s not to say things won’t get tough, they do, but 
when you do what you love, the challenge is worth it. 
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INTRODUCTION 
!
Everyone has a vision. For some it’s just a few minutes from now, surviving a hurricane or 
getting a morsel of bread. For others, it’s another billion dollars. Who knows what your 
vision is? Only you.!!
Your vision doesn’t have to be written down. It doesn’t have to be formal. It doesn’t have 
to be fancy. But you need one and have one.!!
I worked with kids who had a vision of committing suicide. I also worked with a rock star 
whose vision was to have a world number one single. Both people were highly motivated. !!
The definition of a vision belongs to the individual, you. Your vision has two dimensions, 
maybe three. The first two are predictable: time (when it’s going to happen) and space 
(where, how, who, and what) is going to happen. !
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!
The “when” of your vision, the timing of it, depends on the amount of urgency you are in. 
If someone just chopped off your toe by accident, then your vision is “get me to the friggin 
hospital with that toe on ice” … that’s it. The pain and discomfort will draw your time 
frame into the present. So, to be clear, the more desperate your circumstances, the shorter 
time frame your vision will be defined in. !!!
In the chart above you can see that a person in a state of desperation, (highly emotional 
state of lacking) will exhibit the highest emotional urgency, but be relatively unproductive 
in time and effort use. On the other hand a person who sees themselves as more abundant, 
(more time and space) has less emotion and is highly productive.!!
This reveals insight to the old analogy that success breeds success. A person who believes 
they are doing well and is therefore feeling abundant and successful will move toward the 
less emotional, more productive use of time and resources.!!
!
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BUILDING A SOLID 
PLATFORM FOR 

YOUR VISION 
!
So far you might feel like this is a no brainer argument for “treating yourself as a success” 
in order to become a success” which is mostly true. However, fragmentation has done a lot 
to harm that model. !!
Academics have, over the last 50 years achieved quite some insight into the human 
condition by fragmenting and separately analysing, work, health, family, relationship, 
financial, social media and spirituality/religion, as if they each have little to do with each 
other. They treat illness and dysfunction in each of those areas quite independently and 
they train practitioners and experts to specialise in one or two of those areas in exclusion.!
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!
But those areas are, at least when it comes to your vision, inspiration and purpose in life, 
connected. And therefore, the fragmentation model fails.!!
Let me explain why:!!
Above is a typical image of how a person might value their time and life. Each of us values 
different aspects of our life uniquely. For example: this person in the image above, will feel 
that by putting huge effort into their career they provide well for their family and 
therefore feel that they are being their best if they work hard.!!
There is nothing wrong with that. The big problem comes when their family or partner 
have a different perspective and therefore start to ask that individual to get more balance.!!
The current fragmented model implies that we should value each area of the chart either 
equally or as someone else tells us is right. This leads to people living other people’s 
values and being guilty about doing what they love. !!
What I’m trying to say is that the balance this person needs is not to work less, but to work 
smarter. Rather than balance the big effort they put into the thing they love with time in 
other areas, it’s a matter of being balanced in the time they spend in doing what they love.!!
Most families don’t complain because someone is working too hard, they complain 
because that person comes home a miserable SOB and is rude, exhausted, moaning about 
the boss, complaining about the hours, in other words, unhappy. So, the thing is not about 
working less, it’s about coming home not so unavailable, which means working smarter, 
not so “dumb.”!!
You will hear people say over and over and over, “Oh, I need time off work, I am 
exhausted” or “I can’t wait for my holidays” … if they worked for me, they’d get a 
“Donald Trump - You’re Fired.” It reveals that they are totally mismanaging themselves, 
being proud of overworking, trying to get credit for under-performing.!!
In about 1890 we created a system of work and come home, beat up on the family, eat, sex 
and sleep. There was some sort of moral high ground to be had for walking in the door, 
exhausted and wounded from work, and having everyone in the house running around 
feeling sorry for you. Every second person I meet in the corporate world is still running 
the same script, in spite of years of training, nobody seems to be aware that tired people 
don’t produce results in 2013. !!
Tiredness at work is comprehendible if you are digging pot holes or doing hard yards 
driving trucks, but for most corporate people it’s sitting on their butt, pushing keyboard 
buttons. The tiredness comes from mismanagement of time, diet, emotion, vision and 
imbalanced process at work. While there’s still the blind spot that’s called “work life 
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balance” then people will continue to “dumb down” in the way they work and go home 
moaning for pride.!!
There’s nothing to be proud of coming home from work moaning about how hard life is. 
There’s a revelation too, your kids are smarter than that. They know intuitively that if you 
are walking in the door not present and for them, that you are not coping with your life. 
They usually think they are the cause. !!
This blind sided system creates models that have people doing yoga and meditation at 
work. Still partitioning bad work practices into one “don’t touch it” box and then going off 
to get some relief. It’s about as sophisticated as it was in 1890, except then, the work was 
manual and in some ways, exhausting.!!
In the idea of work/life balance where there is a perception that work (especially where 
it’s a high value as in the example above) needs to be balanced against life. The individual 
can work like a fool, stay up late, do crazy hours, treat themselves like an idiot and then 
come home for “balance time” or complain that they need a holiday. !!
As you will see later in this article, that is both a dysfunctional family model and 
unproductive at work. So it doesn’t work.!!
But the worst of the fragmentation model is yet to be 
explained. 

!
Lets say the person is out of balance at work and they come home to their partner in an 
unbalanced state, what do you think that does to the relationship? Yes, it throws it into 
compensation, it becomes out of balance. And then with work and relationship out of 
balance this person will go to the gym and try to balance themselves and their 
deteriorating health by doing gym work which of course makes things worse because the 
chemistry that’s already out of balance in the body gets more out of balance. Then that 
person will come home and watch tv or play with the kids trying to get more balance but 
that’ll be compensation too. Next thing you know there’s chronic unhappiness. 
Relationship, work, family, health, spirit and all. That’s typically the starting point for 
crisis management (where I often step in).!!
So, our work based models of human performance, and certainly our healthy care system 
that separates family matters, social conditions, health, mental health, financial health and 
spiritual health away from work and vision, is a notion that defies logic and truth. It’s a lie 
against human intelligence.!!
So, I created a vision system that emphasises the following points:!!
1. You have seven visions, one for each area of life!
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2. You have seven areas of potential emotional desperation and those are each essential to 
find a good healthy balance in.!

3. You have unique values… and those values do not conform to how others might think. 
So your self awareness needs to focus on “what are my priorities” my unique values so 
that you can, without guilt, put your effort where you will be most rewarded.!

4. Having goals that are not congruent with your values is a set up for failure. If you want 
huge wealth then wealth must become a huge value (highest) and all the criticism that 
comes your way for focussing on wealth more than family needs to land in a non 
reactive comfortable space for you. !

5. Each area of life is an opportunity to gain energy, not lose it. If one are is out of balance, 
they all are, even if you don’t know it.!!!
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WORK BALANCE 
Whether your dominant value is work or relationship, productivity at work is an all 
important variable unless you get paid by the hour by someone with deep pockets and a 
generous attitude. !!
As an employer you don’t want the report that was generated on Wednesday, Thursday or 
Friday. And as a sales manager, you’d prefer to have 200 Tuesday’s a year, than the current 
200 days of varying productivity and work output scattered across the existing week.!!
As an entrepreneur, you will be vulnerable to bad choices, relationship struggles and 
disputes with investors on a Thursday or Friday. !!
But all that, is not essential.!!
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If you can break free of the Fragmentation model, you can practice the skill of maintaining 
constant and sustainable productivity for the whole week and then have a great weekend 
and a great relationship without dragging each area of life into compensation for bad work 
practices.!!
How do you get more done in less time? 

!
What can you stop doing that’s a waste of time?!
What can you do more of that’s not a waste of time?  
What little things can you let go of?!
What big things can you focus on more?!
If you did 200 times what you think is important would it get you what you want faster?!
What things to you do everyday the same and how can you automate them?!
What things do you wait in a queue for and how can you stop that?!
What things take too long and how can you systematise that to do quicker?!
What breaks do you take and how can you make them more recuperative?!!
There are 100 more questions you could ask….!!!!!!!!
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TIME FRAMES 
You don’t want to get desperate. Nobody likes desperate, least of all you.!!
Desperate can be controlled. You can:!
1. Plan to prevent it!
2. Deal with it by changing your mindset!!
Desperation, which drives people to the shortest, instantaneous time frame of living and 
visioning,  is a consequence of both perception and circumstance. !!
If the wind blows the roof off the house, whether you are a billionaire or in poverty, you 
will be in desperation to get yourself and family to safety. So, that’s just one of a million 
circumstances that can cause a vision to go to desperation and gravitate to extreme 
emotional urgency. In those circumstances productivity is irrelevant. All one wants to do is 
get out of pain, fear and trouble. !!
So that’s the first — Nail the roof on so it doesn’t blow off. Put money in the bank, health 
in the bank, career options in the bank. Don’t live at the edge. That’s desperation.!!
So, if you are balanced in all seven areas of your life, health, relationship, social, financial, 
career, spiritual and mental, and have reserve up your sleeve in each area, then your vision 
will start to creep out toward leaving an immortal impact, a legacy. That’s circumstance 
supporting a big vision and emotional stability, productivity.!!
But, there’s also circumstance. If you are a billionaire and your big toe got cut off by 
accident, you too will have a very short vision time frame. That’s how it works with 
circumstances.!!
The way you deal with circumstances determines your mindset. !!
You have to protect yourself from desperation. The illusion is that you can partition your 
problems but if you are an alcoholic in your private life, you are still an alcoholic in your 
work and public life. This impacts your level of desperation in your work.!!
A divorce is another circumstance. Just like the roof being blown off in a storm. It can 
drive a person into emotional desperation. Even if you are a billionaire, a divorce can send 
you to the lowest of lows, bring up massive emotion, and as a consequence make your 
business and financial management, desperate at best. Many business cultures are 
impacted by such things.!!
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Although we can’t exactly nail down the roof of a marriage to prevent a divorce, we can 
do quite a lot to prevent it. And, if it happens, we can do some perception altering work to 
hold a non desperate headspace even in the most challenging circumstances.!!
As we creep away from the idea that all circumstances are “an act of nature,” that we can’t 
do much about, like the storm, there starts to be more of a blur around whether it’s self 
created circumstance, nature’s act, or perception that would be driving desperation.!!
A divorce for example is an event. Two people, or at least one of them decide, it’s finished. 
Time for change. So, that’s that. It’s not an act of nature, it’s a drama. And we can all go to 
hell and back because of break up or divorce. It’s wise to know that if we are in a state of 
desperation, no matter what the cause, it is going to affect all seven areas of our life and it 
would be wise to “back off” a bit until things settle. Especially on our vision.!!
Emotional Charge 

The more emotionally charged a person is, in other words the more “at risk” their 
existence and circumstances are to them, the more desperate a person becomes and the 
shorter the time frames they start to vision. !!
People in an emotionally charged and desperate space are highly unpredictable and as a 
result, highly unreliable. They will do whatever it takes to get out of their circumstance, 
whether that circumstance is real or perceived. So, if you know someone who is going 
through such a “desperate” situation, cut them some space until they sort their way 
through it.!!
A desperate person in their home life might even start to corrupt their business practices 
or, in reverse, a person in desperate business situations might be corrupt in their home life.  
In this state, the first thing to go out the window is their vision, and the value of it. That 
means not only is there a challenge in their life but the very thing that could help them sail 
through it, just got blown away in the wind, their vision (hopes for the future)!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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CULTURES AND 
FAMILY VALUES 
IMPACT VISION 

!
In the culture and family values chart you can see 7 people, all with opinions, values, 
emotional agenda’s and differing states of inspiration. Some perceive their circumstances, 
or are in real circumstances of desperation. Others, in particular those with high emotional 
expression will have an enormous influence on the vision of any one person in the group 
who seeks approval and compliance with the family or team at work.!!
This is a vital awareness in personal vision setting because a group will always average 
the productivity, engagement and inspiration to the mean of the total influence. This is not 
always the most inspired or healthy outcome. Emotion is given high ranking in many 
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family and business team cultures but when it comes to vision, productivity and healthy 
balance, that is really counterproductive.!!
This is one of the reasons I stopped doing “adventure learning” with corporate teams. The 
exercises favoured the extroverts. That didn’t always correlate to a good cross section of 
the organisation. !!
Vision quests are done in isolation from team or family in order to free individuals up to 
really explore their own values. But even then, people will ask “but what will my family 
think” or “I hope my spouse doesn’t see this” revealing that values implied and values 
owned are very often in conflict.!!
In order to get around this “implied values” vision twist, I created the following questions 
for my vision quests in order to disengage the individual from emotional influences 
outside of their own authentic values.!!
1. If you couldn’t fail (meaning alienate others) what would you love to be, do and have?!
2. What would you love to have written on your tombstone (usually raises the stakes)!
3. If you had 10/10 perfect score in all seven areas of life what would you do then 

(always disengages people from responsibilities and passive aggression of partner)!
4. De-identify with vision …!!
Many times in vision setting people write their vision and then, when they review it at 
home, want to change it. This is subtle compliance and is understandable because what 
can sound magical out on the beach or on a cliff top might not be compliant with a 
partner’s expectation. !!
I try to explain that living down to partner’s expectation is the most common cause of 
relationship breakup. So, it’s wise to stick to your guns in your vision and not subordinate 
it to the cultural or familial pressures that are inevitable in vision quest. !!
In all cases where individuals have learned to own and love their own vision there 
relationship has been temporarily challenged before booming to a new level with their 
partner actually raising their own vision. It takes courage but it is the mark of a growing, 
romantic and thriving relationship. !!
I love the quote “I’d rather have the whole world against me than my own soul”!!
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THE FOUNDATIONS 
OF AN INSPIRED 

VISION 
When you reach out for a feather your hand usually makes a wind and pushes the feather 
away. The way to catch a feather is the same way you create and hold an inspired vision. 
You sit really still, hold your hands out and let that vision drop into your heart.!!
In order to sit still, not just physically still but emotionally still, you need to have some 
clarity and resolution around the history of your life. If you are carrying emotional 
baggage from any event in the past it will tabulate your mind and it will disable you.!!
As you have probably observed from neuroplasticity, your mind can take you on a merry 
joyride. 99% of those joyrides are caused by and driven by unfinished business, emotional 
baggage you might be carrying from history.!!
You can deal with this history and get mind clarity in just a few hours. It doesn’t take a 
lifetime. There are new skills and tools that supersede meditation and therapy that can 
clear your historical and emotional baggage self-done. You just need to learn the process 
once and you can really be very enlightened without all the hype and rhetoric. !!
Some people make it sound really complicated to deal with your past and the emotional 
baggage you might be carrying but that’s because they are working with antique tools like 
meditation or tai chi that bypass the issues. Really, for example, in Yoga there are 8 steps 
and the first two are emotional clearing. The third step is asana, the physical and then the 
forth is breathing and the fifth is meditation. How many teachers do you know who teach 
yoga who got the sequence right? Most I’ve met jump to teach the third and forth levels 
without even knowing what the first two are.  I have met many people who have studied 
meditation and yoga but haven’t scratched the surface of their emotional history. They 
have mastered the art of being in the moment but can’t create a vision that is immune from 
their own historical complexity.!!!!!!
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So the foundations of an inspired vision are;  

!
1. clarity of mind!
2. enthusiasm for the future!
3. trust that the feather will drop!
4. contentment!!
1. Clarity of mind 

If, in any of the seven areas of life, you feel desperate, you can’t create even one area of life 
with an inspired vision. !!
You can set goals in one area of life while being desperate in another area. In fact, that’s 
what many people do to compensate for desperation in one area: they simply focus on 
another area. !!
That can work. If you are going through a health scare, maybe you are a billionaire, and 
your kidneys are playing up, you can focus on your work to keep your mind off the 
kidney problem while the medical world tries to sort it out. That can work because 
whatever keeps you in a positive (thankful) state of mind helps you heal.!!
But it’s temporary. Eventually the kidney problem would start to run down that partition 
and break the fragmentation and then both areas would overlap emotionally. Finally, the 
vision would become a hybrid of the desperation of life and death circumstances over 
kidney health and the brilliant opportunity to make the world a better place using the 
billions. !!
So, one foundation stone of an inspired and enthusiastic, productive and energising vision 
is being well beyond desperation (in pain and highly emotionally desperate) in any of the 
seven areas of life.!!
2. Enthusiasm for the future 

!
When we don’t have a vision of the future we get depressed, desperate and do crazy 
things. Alcoholism, violence, drug addiction and many other of our social problems come 
from the lack of enthusiasm for a vision. Even a vision for the next 24 hours is a good 
vision.!!
Enthusiasm trumps over hopelessness. If,  for whatever reason, we lose hope of a bright 
tomorrow we become depressed. Even if we say “I’ve got to” go to work today there is 
hope. But if we lose that hope, we will automatically become suicidal.!!
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There are many people committing slow suicide. We might be paranoid about those 
people who overtly state that they wish to commit suicide, and that is fair enough, but we 
should be equally paranoid about those people who are committing slow suicide and it's 
important for asked to label their behaviour in that way so that we can address the real 
issues.!!
A person who smokes cigarettes with the information that has been provided about the 
link between smoking and lung cancer is committing slow suicide. We shouldn't pull 
punches here. That smoker has lost hope that the future will be better than their past. It is 
not a topic about whether they should smoke or not smoke the topic is how to regain a 
sense of pride and respect for their potential for the future.!!
A person who has a body weight in excess of 30% body fat is committing slow suicide.  
This is not a judgement or a criticism about obesity and it’s a fact. People with a body 
mass index greater than 30% are committing slow suicide. Their problem is not food and 
diet their problem is hopelessness.!!
You will also know from previous reading that there are four substitutes we use when we 
lose our vision. They are food (includes substances), greed, relationships, spirituality. 
These are all essential ingredients for life but when taken to the extreme become a 
substitute for the vitality that comes from natural hopeful vision. You can see that so many 
of our social problems come from lost vision and hopelessness but we missed label them 
because we have fragmented the world into smaller chunks and the people who treat 
those problems, chunks of life, are specialists that don’t understand the big picture of the 
human condition.!!
When the past looks better than the future we have no vision.  It is so easy to base a vision 
on the past. When I do corporate vision quests I hear people saying “more” or “less”. 
Basically what they are saying is that the future will be more of the past or less problems 
than the past. This is not a vision. It is visionless. It is a difficult wrestle when people have 
achieved everything that they set out to achieve and now become stuck in maintenance 
mode. This is called the midlife crisis.!!
3. Trust that the feather will drop 

I have not achieved my vision. I have a vision and so the feather has dropped and I am 
working toward achieving that vision. Sometimes it might be easier if I could doubt the 
vision and accept reality as being the vision. Then I could simply give up and relax and 
enjoy the moment for what it is. But my feather has dropped. It dropped when I least 
expect that but it dropped because I wanted it to drop.!!
My vision inspiration and purpose came as a result of rather significant discomfort in my 
life. My attachments to many of the things that I had thought were my life mission was 
torn away and I was left questioning why I was here at all living on this planet. This might 
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sound a little melodramatic but I believe that most people go through some form of crisis 
like this just before they are ready to catch the feather.!!
There are many ways to handle a life crisis. Sometimes we battle our way through it by 
setting goals and achieving outcomes. That’s a miracle of tenacity and human spirit. 
However, the problem with that process is that there are other benefits to be gained from a 
crisis that do not come our way if we simply battle our way through and achieve 
outcomes. Sometimes it’s important to let the pain take us to the place where change is 
essential.!!
For me this place is a spiritual place. To trust that I have a purpose in nature greater than 
myself was a transformation in my own reality. From my childhood I had learned to fight 
for every inch of ground I could create. I knew no other model of relaxing into trust that if 
I didn’t make supreme effort things would come my way.  I fought for my education, I 
fought for my relationship, I fought to create wealth, I fought to create a competitive 
advantage for my business. I knew no other way.!!
So it was in the period of a life crisis and through guidance and help from others that I 
found a new paradigms for living in this included trust. I had always trusted myself and 
my own judgement but I had never trusted that something outside of myself would 
support me to a higher achievement.!!
 Now, every day of my life I sit in the beauty of nature and feel connected to something far 
greater than myself that I trust and believe in. It makes dealing with the small things in life 
rather simple and it makes learning from my challenges even simpler.!!
4. Contentment 

So far in this section of the book it sounds like we must be always wanting more which is 
the essential nature of the vision. This is how we energise and create enthusiasm for life. 
But it doesn't necessarily mean we have to be needy on the inside.!!
We can have great ambition for achievement on the outside while maintaining complete 
contentment on the inside. This is possible until stress, “got to” or “should do” invade our 
mind space and create the turbulence which makes the separation between the inner and 
outer worlds cloudy.!!
There are many clients who have said to me that the main benefit they achieve from doing 
the back contract programme is that it clears the fog. That fog can roll in over our day and 
make it impossible to achieve clarity, gratitude or inspiration within the day. Fog simply 
means that we are stressed and therefore distressed. The distress is basically emotion.!!
If you come home from work with less energy than you went to work with in the morning 
then distress, fog, emotion has invaded your contentment. If you stay content on the 
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inside, then the outside can have turbulence but it doesn’t get to you. You work on it, not 
in it.!!
Here’s a demonstration of what I’m talking about: There were 2 yogi’s on a mountain top, 
both wishing for enlightenment. One was covered in cobwebs and sitting in perfect 
stillness in meditation. The other was dancing around like a lunatic, bright smile on their 
face, laughing, jumping, burning energy. The cobweb covered yogi said to the dancing 
yogi, hey, why don’t you stop all that jigging around and get down to business. The 
jigging yogi said “I am in stillness, I am just dancing to celebrate it” They called down the 
“Gods” and asked who got it right? The cobweb covered yogi asked “how long before I 
get enlightened and the “god’s said …. “40 years” and that guy said “oh shit, here we go” 
and they said to the dancing yogi “five more lifetimes” and the dancing yogi shouted 
“yahooooooo, thank you thank you” and was immediately enlightened. !!
So it's not about being all reverend and serious. Contentment  is something that you 
practice in the morning and hold onto throughout the day rather than practice in a class 
for 30 minutes and then lose the rest of the day.!!
Life will always dish up new turbulence. That’s why it’s really important to keep 
processing anything disturbs your contentment. The greatest disturbance to contentment 
is judgement either of yourself or somebody else and are showing you through the use of 
the discount form how to process that judgement so you stay content. This is a vital key to 
holding on to your vision inspiration and life purpose.!
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MAKING IT HAPPEN 
 Whether it’s a relationship in which you would love your partner to feel magnetically 
attracted to you or it’s your work where you would love your team to feel inspired to 
work with you and engaged in your vision, the power of attraction is really important and 
totally within your control.!!
Personality is what people define as attractive. This makes for incredible confusion 
because what personality is attractive to one person  is unattractive to another. You might 
do a psychological profile that defines you as extrovert and therefore believe that being 
extrovert will be your natural self. But is that really possible or have the corporate 
psychological testing community just gone lunatic?!!
There are two sides to everything in nature. Pick up a leaf, then turn it over. Pick up a rock 
and then turn it over.  Pickup a grain of sand then turn it over. Pickup a molecule (you 
can’t) and turn it over and there are two sides even to a molecule. So how in the world can 
there be an extroverted person who isn’t introverted. How can there be a person with 
attention deficit disorder without attention excess order?!!
 Again you will see the consequence of the fragmentation of life into specialist areas 
blinding people to the reality of the human condition. A person in their work role may 
become extrovert because they get rewarded for that behaviour in amongst a team of 
individuals and so be branded “extrovert”. But if you take a trip with that individual back 
to their home life or to their sports club you will definitely find where they are branded 
“introvert.” It’s impossible to be half a human being.!!
So the power of attraction through personality becomes the most complicated topic 
because every culture has a different definition of what looks good in a human personality. 
Instead I recommend that you talk in terms of values rather than personality. Let’s try;!!
If you support another persons values they will think that you are a good person. If you 
contradict another person’s values they will think that you are a bad person. People follow 
those who support their higher values. So the power of attraction comes through 
acknowledging that it is not your own values that are important in life, it is the values of 
those you wish to lead that become important. Simply, by giving others what they want in 
their highest values you’ll get what you want in yours.!!!!!!
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What is all this got to do with vision? 

!
Your vision has seven elements. Each of those elements is important. Spiritual, mental, 
social, health, career, financial, relationship. But you will place those values in a hierarchy, 
your hierarchy.!!
 Your hierarchy of values will definitely be unique at a micro level than other people’s. The 
top two values in your values hierarchy become your highest and most important visions. 
So if I have seven visions in my life some of them will be important but not as important 
as the two top ones.!!
Now, about attraction and leadership. !!
If you support my highest values I will think that you are fantastic. If you support my 
lower values I will think that you are okay. If you don’t support any of my values I will 
find it hard to engage with you. If you go against my values I will probably dislike you. 
Call this whatever you like but it’s the math of attraction and repulsion. Quite simple eh?!!
Now this is not just Chris Walker talking about his values, the values thing is true for 
every human being on earth.!!
And to complicate attraction and repulsion even more, our 
values can change.  

!
A desperate person values whatever they can get their hands on to eliminate the problem 
that is causing the (pain or discomfort) desperation. For example if you were a billionaire 
and suddenly you felt spiritually lonely you might experience a pain that you wish to 
eliminate. In that experience spirituality might become your dominant value. It might 
become so dominant that you give away all your money. But once you’ve given away all 
your money and found out that you are spiritual you might revert to money as your 
highest value and suddenly regret the last three years of your life surrendering all your 
cash in return for enlightenment.!!
This reveals that every single human being on earth is on track. We are never off-track. We 
are always living our values. However, there can be an argument between the values that 
we are living and our true values.  This can make for a massive problem in our life. So 
there are transient values, there are implied values (socially conditioned values) and there 
are our values. !!
Transient values are those values that we prioritise when we experience pain or 
discomfort. A great example is when we feel extremely lonely and bump into a person of 
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the opposite sex who eliminates that loneliness. Once that loneliness is eliminated out true 
values surface and we might find ourselves in a relationship that we never intended to 
stay in. So we can make a lot of unwise decisions based on transient values. Those 
decisions of wise in the short term but may not be wise in the long-term compared to our 
real core values.!!
Implied values are those that we saw from our society, religion, books, parents, education, 
community, family, partner, friends, club, school and business. Most of those values we 
absorb without even knowing it and quite often there is a contradiction between our true 
personal values and those implied values we have become conditioned to believe are more 
important than our own. This in itself is the cause of significant turbulence in a person’s 
mind when, for example, they may wish to spend more time playing sport but somebody 
has suggested that this would be selfish and they should spend more time with their 
children. In this scenario if they spend more time with the children they’ll resent that 
they’re not playing sport and if they play sport they will feel guilty that they’re not 
spending more time with the children. This contradiction between our values and implied 
values can cause massive mental disturbance and needs to be sorted out as quickly as 
possible.!!
Our values come through a natural process. What was missing in our childhood becomes 
a value in our adult life. What we had too much of in our childhood the opposite becomes 
a value in our adult life. So if we had not enough food in our childhood we would become 
quite driven by the idea of creating abundant food resources for our own family and 
others. If we had too much affection in our childhood we might become obsessed with 
independence as an adult. This is how values are formed in a healthy way. However as 
mentioned before, implied values and our values quite often contradict.!!
 When it comes to doing your vision it is really important that you do at the based on your 
values. If you build your vision on implied or temporary values you will find uncertainty 
and doubt around your vision. A doubt driven vision is no vision at all in fact, it breeds 
insecurity. By using your values you will understand your highest priorities.!!
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SEVEN VISIONS 
!
Business vision 

!
A business group who do not believe that the leader will be able to lead them into a better 
future, which basically means towards their own personal higher values, will not engage 
in that leadership. They will not feel attracted or emotionally compelled.!!
Most people have not reached a clear state of realising exactly what they love to do and 
what they are good at. By simply being aware that there is a greater plan for your life that 
waits to unfold in the course of life itself, you will begin to become in tune with something 
greater than yourself. Every incident that comes into your professional and personal life 
will be an opportunity to celebrate and to unravel the mystery of your life.!!
 Sometimes people feel that whatever the work they are doing, it could not be sacred, not 
intended for them. They blame the work. The missing piece here is not what is wrong with 
the work they are doing, but rather understanding the work they are performing right 
now in the context of the bigger picture of their destiny.!!
It is in the doing of things that the wealth exists. A person who can say, “I love doing this” 
is far more rewarded on the cosmic level than the person who would say “I am doing this 
job because I’ve got to do it” Even an open heart will close if inspirations are not being 
expressed - the artist must paint, the sculptor must sculpt, the doctor must heal. All your 
inner stillness must result in action. When you do what you love and follow this 
inspiration, your opportunities expand ten fold. That’s not to say things won’t get tough, 
they do, but when you do what you love, the challenge is worth it.!!
Relationship vision 

!
In a home when a family member believes that a parent will not lead them into a better 
future (more by observing the parents behaviour than by academic qualification) then the 
parent is no longer the head of the family. This can happen at a very early age.!!
 In my book Sacred love, I created a vision quest for lovers. The whole idea of this vision 
quest is to make sure that the relationship expands at a rate that keeps the attraction 
between two people energetic and connected. It’s interesting to get feedback about this 
vision quest process. Typically, one partner in the relationship sees the benefit of because 
they are burnt out or board and want to raise the bar in the relationship. But the other 
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partner usually resists. This is very common and a very difficult challenge for that 
individual who can see an opportunity to grow the relationship but is faced with a partner 
who chooses not to.!!
Two people with an inspired vision with a 33% overlap in those visions will not separate. 
They will find each other magnetic because there is nobody else who will support their 
higher values so accurately as the partner. Magnetic attraction is caused when two people 
support each other’s highest values.!!
Health and Vision 

!
So many of our health problems are triggered by vision problems. When we don’t have an 
understanding of how to interpret the world and its support and challenge it is very easy 
to lose heart and give up on our vision. When we give up on our vision we start thinking   
pessimistically and with that comes ingratitude. !!
 On the other hand, when we feel like our vision is manifesting and we feel that our values 
are being supported is very easy to feel thankful.!!
Thankfulness is the key to the immune system. When we are thankful our immune system 
automatically builds incredible resilience the disease and illness. When we are  unthankful 
our immune system starts to break down. !!
 So a good vision can improve your health as long as you have the skills and equipment to 
recognise that hardships and difficulties are not to be taken as a pessimistic sign that 
things are going wrong but rather that you are just letting go of something that is in the 
way of your dreams.!!
 !
Spiritual Vision 

!
The most fascinating awareness is that the more positive reinforcement we get that our 
vision is real and possible the more enthusiastic we get and the more will power we 
develop to overcome short term challenges. Some of the most indulgent and self-abusive 
choices we make take place just after we get a slam dunk that makes the future look 
uncertain.!!
On the one hand, a desperate person may not even believe that the next 24 hours will live 
up to their expectations or hopes.  On the other, a person who has failed, lost everything 
but remained optimistic about the future, will jump right back on the horse and go for it as 
if nothing much had happened.!!
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My friend went bankrupt. She lost her house, her car, her business, her wealth, her family, 
was locked out of her office and was living in her parents  attic with her son. For most 
people this devastation would have been an emotional crisis but for her it was a minor 
setback. She surrounded herself with people who believed in her and her vision and 
anybody who didn’t believe she made sure she stayed long away from.!!
When we take circumstances as a pessimistic sign about the future certain chemicals are 
produced in the body and those chemicals  are not healthy. The chemicals start to feed on 
themselves and so it becomes harder and harder to be optimistic about the future. So, 
when doing a vision quest or a 30 day challenge we always introduce a change of diet and 
a detox juice cleanse in order to make sure that none of those chemicals which may have 
been present over the past years still reside in the muscles, tissues and mind stuff of the 
body. !!
So the role of spirituality in your life is to be your affirmative coach. To acknowledge your 
possibilities, to help you overcome hurdles and to give you optimism. !!
In order to live our vision and face difficulties and hardships without becoming 
pessimistic we need a way of understanding the world that allows us to stay optimistic 
even in the most challenging situations. All great entrepreneurs have found this skill. Is a 
fundamental skill because there are going to be difficulties and if every time one of those 
difficulties into his isn’t about the future will become repelling an unattractive.!!
It is very easy to give up on our vision when we are facing challenge.  When we do so we 
usually reach out for substitute and become obsessed with  a relationship,  substance 
abuse, spirituality or money.  There are many formulas that can help you stay optimistic in 
the face of challenge. The one I offer is the “Universal Laws Of Nature.”!!
For me the most important thing is not to get caught up in the psychology of change. I 
wasted many years going around in circles studying hybridised meditation, therapy, 
psychology and human development. I understand the benefits but because it is so 
fragmented an isolated such systems do not embrace the solutions to the questions but 
moreover are inclined to invent problems and solve them with their own recipe.!!
It is therefore important for your vision that you have a process that keeps you optimistic 
in the face of incredible confrontation. The back on track program recommends that you 
put optimism in the bank. Let me explain:!!
This morning I got up at 5 AM watched the sun rise and went for a run. I then had a swim 
in the ocean and came back did some exercises and had a smoothie breakfast. I don't need 
to exercise or swim or watch the sun rise because everything in my life right now is going 
great. I’m not trying to fix something, heal something or make anything better. But I will.!!
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And that’s the key. I’m not doing the exercise or eating the breakfast or doing the 
meditation in order to create something now. What I'm doing is putting life force and 
energy and resilience, stamina, in the bank. I know that if something goes wrong 
tomorrow I will have the emotional and the physical strength to stay optimistic. So I’m not 
operating on the edge of desperation.!!
Financial, Social. Career Vision 

!
You can apply that philosophy to all seven areas of life. It’s not just about energy and 
health from running and swimming in the morning. It’s also about money in the bank, 
friendships in the bank, relationship energy in the bank, job opportunities in the bank etc.!!
The person who can implement plan be the fastest is the leader. Plan A is always the 
perfect plan but very rarely does it go the way we intend. Plan B is the backup plan and 
we need reserves in order to have the time to implement Plan B.  That’s what I'm talking 
about when I talk about having something in the bank.!!
When we go to Nepal on  a trip to the mountains I go ahead of my group and acclimatise 
myself before they arrive. What this means is that I have some acclimatisation in the bank 
and in the face of trouble with a client or some situation I’m not working at the same limits 
as my clients. It works the same in business leadership.!!
It’s really wise to have a social, financial and career vision. Otherwise these might become 
randomly directed and sabotage any process you have of working through your 
challenges.!!
Will Power 

!
The most common sign of lost vision, or a vision that is not engaged, (forgotten in the 
rush) is the loss of will power. A person without a vision loses the will to do the ugly jobs. !!
If you are finding yourself lacking willpower don’t be angry at yourself. Instead go find 
your vision sheets and re-engage yourself in your bigger picture. !!
Many times I have worked with people who lost their vision and who in turn lost their 
will power. When a vision is gone people start thinking about suicide and not caring about 
their habits. But when that vision returns they are truly happy again, no matter how bad 
things felt at that time.!!
It’s hard to tell people who feel miserable that it will all be ok but really, the loss of vision 
really does feel like hell on earth and that is how simple it is to get the energy and love for 
life back again. Simply by doing a small vision setting exercise in all seven areas of life.!
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HOLDING YOUR 
VISION 

Finding your connection with nature will help you to hold an inspired vision for your life. 
Connecting to nature will:!!
1. Help you see the big picture and stay optimistic.!
2. Give you trust that there is a power greater than yourself!
3. Keep you humble rather than get elated or depressed!
4. Give you energy and strength in the bank for the difficult times!
5. Give you contentment from which your day can grow!
6. Hold the place from which the feather will fall (your vision)!!
People are different in nature. They are more creative, more generous, more open and 
more visionary. I have been taking people to nature for the past 35 years to explore vision, 
inspiration and purpose. What is achieved in nature is far greater than what can be 
achieved in an urban office environment.!!
Your vision deserves natures support. Your heart will open more in nature especially in a 
place that you define as beautiful and safe. Your mind will come in nature and you will 
feel the harmony of nature filling you with enthusiasm. In nature you will feel inclined to 
stop and be still for a while and therefore accept your life and be thankful for it.!!
You’d need nature to help you self-coach yourself. You do not want to be reliant on 
therapists or books to tell you how to live your values but this is happening more and 
more. You can observe that the more society becomes disconnected from nature the more 
difficult it will be for people to interpret and understand challenge is being anything but 
negative. !!
By going to nature you can reconcile your own challenges without becoming dependent or 
disillusioned. in nature you will witness the laws of nature and so you will not be living in 
the myth that they can be a half person or a half situation. This alone and the confidence 
that it provides is transformative and a leap above mass consciousness.!!
By understanding nature, by connecting to nature you will have an awareness that 
transcends the mythical psychology that currently runs much of our socialised mentality 
and certainly the majority of self-help programs that exist. Nature’s Law is nothing new. 
All I’m doing is trying to make life more transparent and rather than inject another set of 
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values, a religion or philosophy, to reconnect people throughout the world with what they 
already know, deep within.!!
Your connection to nature automatically engages you with a sense of vision way beyond 
your mortal life. The impermanence of everything is conspicuous in nature and this is 
reassuring. One day, your body will not be here on this earth in its current form. This 
awareness alone adds enthusiasm and intensity to life and makes it richer.!!
Understanding the human condition, from a “nature” perspective, is a great asset for 
living an inspired vision.  You need to have a way to explain what is going on in your life 
and those of others close to you. Like, if I presented you a clock and then invited you to 
pull it apart and put it back together again you might look at me with some degree of 
doubt. You would easily admit, unless you were a watchmaker, that the workings of a 
watch a very complicated and you don’t even pretend to understand what’s going on. !!
Unlike the watch, you do need to know what makes the human dynamic go around, 
something separate from the complexity of psychology and the thousands of theories that 
compete for priority in that science which is designed to fix sick people. You need a 
grounded awareness, one that doesn’t take a week to explain or apply. That’s what Nature 
holds for you.!!
Using Nature to Stay Optimistic in the Face of Challenge 

!
Life is beautiful but sometimes it doesn’t feel like that. !!
Sometimes things don’t feel right. Sometimes what we wanted to happen and what 
happens are different and we become hurt or depressed or offended or angry. Ultimately, 
we can’t change every situation to suit our liking so we must, at some point, have a way of 
dealing with difficulty.!!
Difficulty makes us emotional. It either hypes us into over reaction or depresses us into 
under action. And then, what can so easily happen is, emotion can override vision. !!
The longer we allow the emotion to override the vision the harder it will be to be 
proactively optimistic about the vision. Every day we spend emotionally uncertain about 
the fulfilment of our vision chemicals are produced, subconscious thoughts are created 
and doubts begin to appear which in themselves can spell the end of the commitment we 
have to our vision. So it is very important to us to have a process that helps us stay 
optimistic in the face of challenge.!!
Now there are different degrees of challenge. There are little incidents that happen on a 
daily basis and there are big events that happen on a yearly basis. My recommendation to 
you is that you practice dealing with challenge on the little incidents so that when and if 
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the big events happen you have the skills and the emotional strength to process the big 
events before they get out of hand. We have called this process the discard process.!!
I’ve been through this journey personally. It took me 10 years of sincere and dedicated 
exploration vacillating between psychology, behavioural science, yoga, Zen, meditation, 
drugs, expensive health retreats, diligent business application and thousands of books to 
finally realise the value of nature as a way to make the challenges of life, transparent.!!
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HOW TO CHECK IF 
YOU ARE ON 

TRACK? 
Thousands of emotions are available to us on a daily basis. It is estimated that we all have 
over 100,000 opportunities in a day to become stressed through the choices we make at an 
emotional level. So choosing those emotions well can be a very important factor in the 
quality of your life and holding your vision.!!
It’s very complicated.  There are books that talk about positive thinking but where does 
the negative go? There are books that advocate happiness but aren’t there two sides to 
everything? So where is the sadness?!!
Again we can look at the consequence of fragmenting life into seven areas. If we direct our 
emotion toward happiness in five of the seven areas of life then sadness will come about in 
the other two. Maybe we don’t care about the other two areas of life because they are not 
our high values. But we will complain bitterly if we start to feel depressed.!!
Any attachment to an emotion that is high creates a low. So, if you’re belief is that 
happiness is an accentuated high state of life you would be wise to also embrace 
depression or sadness as an equally accentuated high state of life. But if there is a belief 
that you can achieve happiness without sadness or depression then you are going to be 
seeking medical help where it really isn’t necessary.!!
So rather than be attached to a particular emotion as an objective throughout the day I 
would suggest it is better to be attached to a process. My process is balanced, centred and 
calm.!!
1. Balanced 

!
Balanced refers to your state of mind. If you can see the two sides of any situation you 
have risen above the situation and have tuned in to the harmony of nature even if you are 
in a denatured environment. So you don’t have to be out in the bush to connect to nature. 
Whenever you see a person or situation in perfect symmetry, balance, you will feel that 
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same harmony you feel standing on amount on top in the Himalayas of Nepal looking at 
the most perfect Himalayan Vista.!!
2. Centred 

!
 your mind and body are connected through your breath. If you stoop forward and hunch 
your back your thoughts will follow and become depressed. If you lean back and open 
your chest wide open you will become elated. So any conversation about your emotional 
state that doesn't include the centring of your body is farcical. So many intellectualise 
therapies are available within organisational cultures and human development that 
focused purely on the intelligence and the emotional state without including the 
physiological connection.!!
When you are centred in your body you are balanced on both feet. You are sitting upright 
so that you are neither leaning back nor forward too far. Your posture will determine your 
state of mind. For a balanced mind, a clear mind, enthusiastic vision you need to have the 
energy of your emotional state focused on the task at hand rather than responding to your 
bodies imbalanced position. This can save you enormous energy in your life and is one of 
the great benefits of doing yoga, tai chi or any such practice.!!
3. Calm 

!
Your nervous system carries the energy of your mind to your nerves and the extremities of 
your body. It’s been shown scientifically that where your thoughts go your blood goes. So 
you can have control of the nervous system of your body to engage in clear thinking, clear 
emotion and inspired vision as long as your nerves are under your control. This does not 
mean that you gravitate towards sloths. Nerves must be in some form of tension in order 
to carry effective currents to the body. And over tight nerve that has been stimulated 
through fear or anxiety is equally blocked as a nerve that is lethargic and disengaged.!!
So nerve tension is alertness. It is a form of intensity that has not gone to the point of stress 
but is tense. We see this most often in the valuation of time. When people devalue time 
they either operate in over alert conditions (nerve tension) or sloth  (no nerve tension). In 
other words the lack of intensity or the excess of intensity can block energy in the body.!!!!!!!!!
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!!!!
Stress knocks your vision around.  

!
If you are  balanced, centred and calm, you make completely different decisions that if you 
are stressed. Stress is “desperation” and it’s caused, other than by real “no involvement” 
circumstances, by the perception of chaos. Chaos is like trying to look at things that 
happen in your life through a piece of misty glass. Nothing makes sense. Then, you try to 
do things but it feels like nothing is working out. And then, to top it off, you start making 
emotionally loaded decisions.!!
Everyday I go to my morning coffee shop in Bondi after my run/burst/swim and grab a 
nice reward. I have a regular but sometimes I visit another cafe, just to spread it around. 
One shop is run by a guy who owns the shop. Service is regular, conversation is easy, 
usually a laugh. The other cafe is run by employees, mostly young women, who are 
usually talking amongst themselves about something completely not to do with serving 
coffee. The emotionally loaded environment of the second cafe attracts a completely 
different clientele and certainly from my perspective is less inviting. Of course, other 
people see it different, especially if their day is also emotionally loaded too.!!
When your life is really difficult to understand, when there’s fog, the first thing that goes is 
your vision. You suddenly start questioning your dreams and hopes. Doubt creeps in and 
then emotion starts to replace it. Then small things become big issues, then you take 
everything personally, then you start fighting for what’s right, laying down rules, making 
demands and chatting to friends about your up and down feelings. You might even start 
to put on weight, feel tired, lose discipline for your routine. All because, the fog has 
blocked your vision.!!
I was in a relationship and it fizzled out and I just couldn’t get back on track, my energy 
was really weak and my disciplines were gone. I was struggling with all sorts of columns 
trying to work it out, but nothing changed after a whole week, I still couldn’t explain it. 
And then I asked a friend who is well versed in these matters and he simply asked me, 
“what was your vision before?” and “what was your vision in the relationship?” and 
“what is your vision now?” The penny dropped. I’d held one vision before the 
relationship, given it up to be in the relationship and now had a new one. I’d completely 
disconnected from my original authentic vision and was in fog. As soon as I recognised 
this, my energy bounced back, almost instantaneously, and I was back, alive again. Phew!!!
You need to keep your glass clean. You just can’t let fog come between you and your 
vision. You can do all sorts of domestic things and work things and health things but if 
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you lose the connection between those things and your vision, you’ll feel exhausted and 
probably make some seriously dumb choices.!!
Stress is a real killer. As we’ve discussed already, some tension is essential and no tension 
is a disaster. But too much tension, desperation, is repelling and distracting. !!
I’ve accidentally tripped into desperation from time to time and worked for days on a 
book and then, when I moderated and got inspired again, looked at that writing and 
wondered who wrote that crap. (some people have seen this on my blog too)!!
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BEWARE THE 
VISION SUPER BUG 

Now, we’ve been clear. A person without a vision is a follower and is usually depressed 
and addicted to one or all of the four substitutes. They are in survival mode and will be 
stressed about one or more of the seven areas of life. Even a billionaire can be in survival 
mode if one of the seven areas of their life goes to desperation and stress. !!
In that desperation mode you will hear people say “got to” constantly. Like, “I got to pick 
up the kids” or “I’ve got to have lunch” or “I’ve got to do that relaxation” (this last one 
makes me laugh because they are stressing over relaxing)!!
So, you can do an early intervention on yourself or others when you pick up the warning 
signs. Please remember, even if you are playing golf and a person in your team is stressing 
over their career, it’s going to wreck their contribution to the game. Partitioning or 
compartmentalising is vague at best and always temporary. It’s good in emergencies but 
it’s not sustainable. You really are best to deal with the issues and get out of desperation in 
any of the seven areas of life to protect the area that’s your highest priority.!!
And that leads me to the vision killer super bug… The ability for a lower value that’s in 
desperation to impact a higher value that’s not. !!
For example: lets say social life is not a high priority for you, but your career is. And lets 
say that your partner’s highest value is their social life and their career right now is their 
lowest. If you don’t subscribe to support your partner’s highest value they will not be 
attracted to you. Now relationship might be a relatively high value and when this goes 
wobbly it makes it hard for you to focus on your career without a lot of trauma. !!
The super bug is when you start trying to get everyone you know and love to live your 
values. You start trying to convert people to your faith, your values or your beliefs. This is 
the superbug because it’s going to bite you in the backside.!!
Instead, it’s healthier to recognise that by supporting your partner’s highest value, you get 
your own values met. Maybe this needs to be explained:!!
If your partner loves fishing you don’t have to go fishing but you do have to do 
everything you can to make their fishing more enjoyable and link it to your highest value. 
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The more you do that, the more attractive you’ll be and the more you’ll be able to focus on 
your highest value which might be making money. !!
“Hi babe, I’m working late tonight again for the fifth time this week, and guess what, I 
made enough time for a three day fishing trip to that spot you’ve been itching to go to” !!
It’s just that old quote we’ve all heard a thousand times but not really understood: “Do 
unto others etc” what it’s saying is that if you support your partner’s values by giving 
them what they want as a result of you doing what you want. You get your values met by 
supporting others. Actually that’s romance in a relationship and it’s sales in business. 
Same process, different outcome…!!!
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THINK BIG 
!
It’s Not so much “What You think” but “How You Think” 
that keeps you connected to nature. 

Here’s a test: Can a person be positive?!!
Here’s another test: Can a person be a good person?!!
How you think is going to make the difference between staying on top of things or sinking 
below and into the crud. If you want to think emotionally, which is in direct conflict with 
nature, then the answer to the above two questions is “yes.”!!
If, you want to have a “helicopter” view of choices, decisions and hold your vision clear of 
your emotional ups and downs, the answer to the above is “no.”!!
A positive person cannot exist without being a negative person… !
A good person cannot exist without a bad side…!!
Yes, by fragmenting a person’s life into seven areas and not looking at the whole picture 
you can meet good and positive people. But if you followed them around and observed 
them in all seven areas both in public and in their private life, you’d always find two sides. 
It’s impossible to be any other way even if the whole basis of global religion and 
psychology is built on the opposite view.!!
The question comes down to whether you want a local vision or a global vision. If you 
want to have a local vision (me and my partner will catch a boat to the Island and shag all 
night) or a global vision (me and my partner will build a school in a 3rd world country 
and set up a fund to keep the teacher employed for 30 years after our passing)… the local 
vision feeds off classical one sided thinking, the global vision feeds of universal thinking. 
The thinking matches the vision.!!
Some people try to have a global vision with local thinking. For example: If you run a 
global business idea can you see that you need a global perspective on things? What if 
your local high school had a protest about the lawn, would you think they were right or 
wrong? Well, you’d see they were both right and wrong. Because your perspective would 
be a global one not a local one and your worries would be global worries not local ones.!!
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This is why it is so important to hang out with like minded people. Not by religion, not by 
any other measure but by the measure of their vision. Big thinking people want to be 
around big thinking people. Small nit picking people hang out together too.!!
Conclusions 

!
Stay out of desperation in even one of the seven areas of life.  
Put resources in the “Bank” for when challenge comes!
Practice between performances by doing daily routine!
Create the habit of balanced thinking … deal with emotions as the come up!
Respect the fact that people with local visions need local “unbalanced” thinking!
Avoid the super bug, all seven areas of life need to be in balance!!!
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DAILY RITUALS 
I’ve been working with leaders and entrepreneurs, artists and performers for over 35 years 
and there is one clear distinction between a successful individual and a follower.!!
Leaders are morning people. Followers are evening people.!!
For thousands of years people have recognised the value of early morning rising. It is in 
this time of the day that the heart and mind are fully inspired automatically and it’s in this 
time that great genius ideas are revealed.!!
Evening time is for partying. Evening time is for the grind. Sure, we can write reports in 
the evening, we can grind out statistics in the evening but if you speak to a great composer 
of music or a genius book writer you will find the time of day but they are most inspired is 
in the early hours of the morning.!!
There are some people who try and do both. They stay up all day until the early hours of 
the morning. That’s not exactly what I’m talking about here.!!
All the great people that I’ve met, whether they are yogis, Sharman, business 
entrepreneurs or artists are early-morning risers. !!
It takes practice. Firstly because going to bed early feels a little lonely while everybody 
else seems to be up, partying, watching TV or dating. Secondly it takes practice because 
you feel different. You feel a bit weird waking up at 3 AM or 4 AM. You feel a bit weird 
when everybody else is talking about going out to dinner but you are ready for bed.!!
But I haven't met many successful people who do not keep this time schedule. !!
 There are a few simple skills that you need in order to get to bed early:!!
1. Don’t eat after 5 PM!
2. Set the alarm and get out of bed seven days a week at the same time!
3. Create a morning that is productive!
4. Turn off the TV!
5. Recognise the impact of caffeine, alcohol and sugar on your sleep!
6. Clear the day before bed !!!!!
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1. Don’t eat after 5 PM 

!
 food gets used by your body pretty much for what your body demands immediately. 
There is some delay between eating, digestion, absorption and elimination.!!
If you eat after 5 PM there is an assumption that at about 8 PM your body will be ready for 
action. You will have nutrients and energy ready to, say, run a marathon. But instead 
you’ll be sitting down in a chair probably watching television or worse, lying down in 
bed. This creates toxicity in your body. That toxicity is not only experienced in obi city and 
unnecessary fat storage but in chemicals that make waking up in the morning even more 
difficult.!!
2. Set the alarm and get out of bed seven days a week at the 
same time 

!
After a month of waking up early and going to bed early you will probably only need the 
alarm clock to wake you when something has disturbed your sleep during the night. Your 
body gets used to early mornings.!!
Sometimes the night doesn’t provide enough rest. My recommendation is to wake up with 
the alarm get out of bed, go to the bathroom and then if you do feelings hosted make the 
decision to go back and have more sleep. Your body will appreciate the fact that there is a 
rhythm and it is waking at the same time every day.!!
3. Create a morning that is productive 

!
Okay, so you woke up got out of bed made a cup of tea, and you’re sitting there thinking 
to yourself what the hell am I doing here? that’s not going to promote a great start to your 
day. It's far better to have a routine that you look forward to. We wake up jump out of bed 
and look forward to the process that you put in place for them morning wake-up.!!
I have certain websites that I love to visit early in the morning, I get some news blogs sent 
to me that have great inspirational information in them, and then, I love to look out the 
window and observe the morning for 10 minutes in silence. Rain hail or shine  I go outside 
to the beach. After the beach I make my coffee and enjoy writing. These are the things that 
I love to be awake at 5 AM to do. If the things that I woke up for what hard work or boring 
or uninspiring I would prefer to stay in bed and sleep the day away. I call this my morning 
ritual.!!
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It’s quite easy for me because my housemate gets up at 2 AM every day. Our house ritual 
is not compromised by late nights. We both agree not to speak for the first hour of the day. 
The house is in silence and I like that part of respect for the morning ritual. Once people  
start to speak their heads start to spin, and their thoughts become more about the day than 
they are about inspiration. I've attended many Zen retreats and after becoming 
comfortable with neither speaking nor making eye contact with anybody it becomes an 
incredibly important part of self time. To witness and experience our own space and make 
that space beautiful.!!
During the early morning time I write down any ideas and thoughts that I have. I don’t 
dwell on things or try to be productive. I know it’s a time for reception. Stuff comes to me 
like, book titles or new Keynote ideas. It all about connection to something greater than 
ourselves and this connection is always best done in the early morning hours before 
sunrise.!!
The entrepreneurs that I’ve worked with throughout the world have been early morning 
risers and it seemed that time of the day that they do a lot of work not in the business but 
on the business and themselves to keep inspired. I knew one client who went swimming at 
3 AM no matter what time he got to bed and I was impressed with his disciplined and 
then recognised how this one ritual had given him the strength to deal with many 
challenges that most people would have capitulated on.!!
4. Turn the TV off 

!
TV lowers your self-worth. Sure, I know that at the end of the day it’s a very attractive 
option is to sit down push the on button for the television and watch a show. I enjoy this 
too. But what we must recognise is that this is not relaxation, not romantic, not productive, 
not recuperative, not nourishing and not inspiring. We call this “veg” time where we act 
like a vegetable and just kick back.!!
But watching TV is not all that healthy. Firstly because there are ads on TV and these are 
sending messages to your subconscious brain that may not be in the best interests of your 
self-worth and vision. Secondly you may regret the time spent sitting in front of the 
television that could have been spent combing your partners here or playing with the 
children. Thirdly, your mind is being impacted by colours, electrons and lights from the 
television that stimulate your brain and make it even harder to fall asleep earlier.  So 
although it feels like it’s relaxing its actually stimulating. Finally, it’s been proven that 
what enters your brain just before sleep has a major impact on the beliefs and 
manifestations of your following day. If you’re watching some murder mystery - well need 
I say more?!!
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5. Recognise the impact of alcohol, sugar and caffeine on 
your sleep 

!
Alcohol is sugar, sugar is obviously sugar, fruit is sugar, fast carbohydrate is sugar and 
sugar before bed turns to fat.  If you are going to consume sugar in such readily available 
forms its wisest to do this within 20 minutes of intense exercise. Then it will be beneficial 
to your recuperative process. Any sugar consumed after 20 minutes of intense exercise 
does not go into recuperative form but is stored by the body for later use. And typically in 
the process of turning sugar to storage blood sugar shoots through the roof and causes 
extreme exhaustion afterwards.!!
 This is why we must be really careful about taking sugar filled sports drinks before or 
during sport. If the event is a short 10 to 15 minute event that might be fantastic but if the 
event lasts longer like, my ski paddling races which lasted from 1 to 1 1/2 hours, sports 
sugar drinks I going to cause fatigue. Now if we are aware that sugar has an adverse effect 
on our body even when we are awake, imagine what they will be doing when we are 
asleep.!!
6. Clear the Day before Bed 

!
 To be at peace at night allows the body and mind to enter into the depth of recuperative 
sleep and frees the subconscious to express itself. !!
 The checklist for a peaceful sleep are the following:!!
1. complete thankfulness for the day gone by!
2. complete thankfulness for the day ahead!
3. the perception that the day passed was balanced!
4. a sense of connection to something greater than self !
5.  no food in process!
 !!
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THE INSPIRED 
HEART OF A VISION 

QUEST 
!
Are you interested in cutting through the mire of personal development? Would you like 
your relationships to be more loving and open hearted? Do you want to enjoy a better 
quality of life at home and at work? There are four questions that, if you can answer with 
certainty, will completely transform your life. This article explains those four…!!
Everyone is asking themselves four questions. Those questions hide behind everything we 
do. They are the root of the human condition. The person with the greatest certainty about 
the answers, leads. !!
When we don’t have a good answer we feel miserable and quite often grope for 
substitutes (food, greed, sex, spirituality) in order to reconcile the insecurity.!!
The search for the answers to those four questions underpins much of our individual 
motivation. We can even start hanging onto toxic and unhealthy habits just to avoid the 
confrontation of those four questions.!!
The search for the answers to these four questions sits underneath everything we do in all 
seven areas of life. It’s like a hidden agenda that everyone has but few people articulate.!!
If you have the answers to those four questions you’ll feel like life is right on track. !!
If you don’t have the answers, you may even get miserable even if you are a billionaire.!!
To protect yourself from the downer that can come from not knowing the answers to those 
four questions it’s better to ask yourself whether you are clear about your answers, almost 
daily. !!
By checking in on yourself around these four questions you provide a secret self 
examination. It will reveal a lot and is a great way to avoid expensive medical bills, 
remembering that the most expensive spiritual seminar on earth is a hospital bed.!!
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!
The four questions are: 

!
1. Where did I come from? (My roots and history)!
2. Where am I going? (My vision and purpose)!
3. Why am I here? (my Inspiration)!
4. Who am I? (My identity)!!
1. Where did I come from? (My roots and history) 

!
You may have heard that the size of your life is determined by the size of the questions 
you ask. But there is something even more profound and that will determine the size of 
your life, and that is the size of the answers you give. !!
When you ask somebody when you come from they may even say "Bondi" another person 
might say "England" and so there are a range of answers that go from tiny to huge. My 
friend would say that she comes from star stuff. The bigger your perspective on this 
answer the better. But you also need to have a story about your history that gives you a 
solid foundation for the future. For example if you say "I'm a total loser and I failed in my 
last adventure" then the odds of success in the future are minimal. If you say "I am 
heartbroken and in recovery from a disaster of a relationship" then the probability of you 
entering a healthy relationship is extremely low. !!
You must have a story about the past that creates an affirmative perspective for the future 
not one of being a loser or someone who's gone through terrible hardship and recovered 
from it. That's just playing the victim and will create hyper sensitivity for the future. So, 
it's really wise to sit down and read tell your life story as if it's a magical mystery tour. For 
example you might say "I had the most beautiful relationship and I put my heart and soul 
into it and then it was time to move on and I'm so grateful that I had that time. I admit I 
didn't let go as well as I could but in the process of moving on I learnt so many gifts and 
even thankful for the struggle that I caused myself by not letting go as quickly as 
possible." Or you might have a story about a business that didn't work out as well as you 
hoped and you can see that as either a loser or a victor. !!
You need to tell your history in a way that makes somebody else jealous of the journey 
you've had. You know as well as I do that there are no victims in this world. Sure there are 
circumstances that you had less control over then you would have liked but at the end of 
the day you can believe that you are a soul guided persona and your higher self took you 
into those situations for a great learning. That has to be some consolation and the focus of 
your historic answer about "where did I come from."!!!
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2. Where am I going? (My vision and purpose) 

!
We have spent significant time in this booklet talking about the importance of the vision. 
We know from common-sense wisdom that a person without a vision will become 
suicidal. This suicide may be threatened in the short-term or may become a slow suicide 
through self abuse. !!
We can arrest any sense of desperation by creating a vision even if it is one or two days 
into the future. But the ideal vision is one or two years into the future and purpose is a 
lifetime. You may even expand your awareness and create a vision and purpose greater 
than your lifetime and consider the impact of what you are doing in your day on those 
who will survive you into the future. The size of your vision determines the size of your 
life and one of the criteria for a big vision is time. The longer the time frame you can put 
on your vision the less desperate you will become when small stuff and challenges come 
to interrupted your life. For example "I was devastated by my divorce" is a very common 
statement. But when a person has gone through the necessary re-engagement of their life 
and vision after the divorce, they will observe that there is "nothing in the way only 
something on the way to their bigger vision." !!
Sometimes when we are in relationships with people they find it important to continually 
shrink our vision in order to make the relationship important to us. As our vision can 
expand the relationship might become less significant in the context of the bigger picture. 
This is a challenge. The wisest thing to do under the circumstances is to expand rather 
than contract your vision because as a vision contracts so an individual becomes repelling 
and resentful and such contraction always leads to the end of a job or a relationship or 
even health problems. So expanding your vision and purpose daily can be a absolute 
safeguard against calamities that come from the pressure to shrink and conform with your 
emotional pressure.!!!
3. Why am I here? (My inspiration) 

!
The purpose of a relationship is not happiness. The purpose of work is not peace and 
calm. The purpose of life is not the absence of challenge. But many people who lose the 
context of their life gravitate down to instantaneous gratification as the short-term solution 
to the lack of a long-term answer to this question. !!
Why am I here? Is it to fulfil my emotional needs? Is it to fulfil my appetite? Is it to live on 
the substitutes for the spirit of life? Is it to make love and have sex and seek pleasure at 
every opportunity? Is it to drink enough alcohol so that the pain of my reality and the lack 
of any sense of why I am here, a bigger reason to exist, is absent? Am I here to make 
money? There are many answers to this question as to why am I here. All of the answers 
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are correct. You cannot say somebody got the adds to this question wrong. There are just 
answers that will cause emotional crisis, there are answers that will cause relationship to 
fail, there are answers that are absolutely fed as a full and will require substances like 
alcohol and drugs to sustain. There are other answers which delay the enjoyment of being 
alive until after death such as the idea of raising our consciousness to the point of 
enlightenment to eliminate our suffering. !!
There are no wrong answers to this question however, there are answers that soothe the 
soul and there are answers that soothe the mind and there are answers that soothe the 
body. It is really a personal common-sense wisdom to understand the difference in 
motivation that comes from the way this question is answered. If you are here to follow 
your feelings and seek pleasure then you must also experience the negative side to this 
which is to experience sadness, confusion and pain because these are the opposites to 
feelings and pleasure. !!
If you are here to be right morally correct and superior to other people then that is your 
decision as to why you are here but you must also experience as a consequence the 
opposite which is insecurity and inferiority. To cope with the downside people seek before 
substitute and then try to solve their addictions by dealing with the four substitutes rather 
than face the bigger question of answering what motivates me, why am I here? It is wise to 
seek deep and personal solution to this question so that your daily motivation becomes 
less troublesome and more sustainable.!!!
4. Who am I? (My identity) 

!
Who are you? There are so many ways to answer this question based on how you have 
created your identity in life. You might answer this question with "I am a parent" or you 
might answer it with "I am a management consultant" or you might answer this with "I am 
a Christian or a Moslem." We create these identities in order to give ourselves a foundation 
for interaction and communication in life. !!
Those identities become important for us because it simplifies and distils our reaction to 
what goes on around us into a sense of priority. So if I were to say that my answer is "I am 
Chris Walker" then I have suggested that my core identity is based around my 
individuality and anything that supports that I will find attractive and anything that 
negates it I will find repelling. So my actions and responses to the world around me will 
become highly dependent on how I have defined the answer to this question. "Who am I?" !!
There was a time when I define myself as a spiritual guru. So when people asked who are 
you I would say "I am Chris Walker spiritual guru." Anything that reinforced that 
perception I would find incredibly nourishing and anything that condemned it I would 
find incredibly repelling. What a ridiculous notion this is that I could invent some identity 
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out of the ether and suddenly it becomes an idea that I need to fight for all defend. When a 
person finally becomes spiritually aware they learn that these identities are important for 
the sake of commercial excellence in the world and for sharing our work but they are a 
ridiculous notion when it comes to self awareness. Even if I am to say "I am a Soul and I 
will be reborn"I have created an identity out of that soul. This continual search for 
identification is the toxic nature of the ego. !!
There is again no right or wrong answer to this question because as we grow through life 
we grow through different phases of the answer. Our identity changes. I met a woman 
who said "I am menopausal" and therefore she created an identity out of this and when I 
said no you are not she got very aggressive. So even the simplest definitions of identity 
can create incredible problems for us. I accept that they also create incredible possibilities 
for us because they simplify and distil our place in the world. But it is a flexible identity 
that will make your life go from being a series of calamities and repairs to a more stable 
inspired existence. I am not interested in sitting in meditation in a room for 30 minutes in 
order to have 23 hours of crap for the rest of the day I'm interested in creating an identity 
that lives in the world with flexibility and can adapt and therefore is a mobile meditation. 
But this is a personal choice.!!
 I have friends who are religious. They identify very strongly with that and there are great 
benefits to doing so. But it also creates its fair share of problems and it also means that 
they wrestle with growth. Any form of identity that can't expand and transcend the limits 
of our past will eventually become toxic to us. "Who are you?” One congregation and one 
preacher is a one shoe fits all feet type of scenario. Teachers are made to be stepped on, not 
stopped on. It’s not about the value of religion or the merits of different faiths, it’s really 
about the ability of an individual to learn and then move on to the next learning. This is 
flexibility and it creates incredible inspiration in vision. !!!!!!!!
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FIRST YOUR 
INSPIRATION 

!
Inspiration is a higher form of intuition. It is an inner response, a deep intuition, a stream 
of wonder and bewilderment that comes to the individual through mysterious means. !!
When a truly inspired person has received an inspiration, be it a writer, a poet, a composer, 
or a creator; they are totally satisfied. Their satisfaction is not with themselves, but with 
what has come to them. Inspiration is called “the soul’s reward”. It does not come from us 
but through us and requires steadfast diligence in thought, vigilance in word, and a deep 
order to make it manifest.!!
It is not by being anxious of receiving something that we are able to receive it. It is not by 
straining the brain that one can be inspired. It is not by worrying for days on end that one 
is able to compose a piece of music. A person whose mind is cluttered, worried, stressed, 
or angry cannot receive inspiration. The individual who receives inspiration is a tranquil 
and unconcerned soul, calm and assured about what is coming. Certainly they desire to 
receive something. They are passionately waiting to conceive of it. It is by focusing the 
mind to the divine mind that consciously or unconsciously, we will receive inspiration.!!
With this guidance, they will create or paint, with little recollection of how they produced 
their final piece. Inspiration comes to a musician as though through the voice of another. !!
The music will appear, a complete song, with perfect melody and rhythm. A poet’s 
inspiration comes to them as though someone was dictating and they were simply writing 
it down. There is no strain on the brain while writing; there is no anxiety in receiving this 
information.!!
The best way to tap genius is to make yourself an empty vessel, free from pride of learning 
or conceit of knowledge. Become as innocent as a child who is ready to learn anything that 
is to be taught to you.!!!!!!!
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Turning Up Inspired 

!
Inspiration is the ability to be 110% turned up in this present moment of time. It means 
you are 110% engaged in whatever you are doing.!!
If you are not happy right now, then there is no way that you are going to be happy in the 
future. That myth runs people’s lives into the ground. You don’t want that. You are as 
perfect as you are ever going to be. You are surrounded by stuff. You can attribute your 
happiness to the stuff or you can attribute your happiness to your attitude about the stuff.!!
If you can take your power back from the stuff then the stuff will become transient. That 
frees you up. Then, it doesn’t matter whether stuff comes or goes you are you. If you are 
who you are and if you feel how you feel because of the “stuff” then, life is going to be 
complicated.!!!
Common sense wisdom comes from the laws of nature.  if you depend on something or 
believe that by changing something you are going to become more available for happiness 
then when you get to the new place that you think is the new availability of happiness 
there will be more to change and more to improve. This is like a mouse in one of those 
little cages that go around and around and around.!!
The new age and self-help movement enjoy these mouse cages. They suggest that if you 
change something or improve something or get something you will be more happy. But if 
you interview somebody who is sitting on their deathbed and there's not many hours to 
go in their life they will laugh at that philosophy and say it is their one week long lifetime 
regret. Delaying happiness.!!
When happiness does not come from getting things or having things or doing things then 
we call it inspiration. You are inspired when you need nothing, what nothing and 
therefore have the feeling that you have everything.!!
Now this philosophy is rather hard to implement when you think in a conventional way. 
You might say “when I have more money I will certainly be more happy.” This is an 
understandable thought process. The thing that is in question is not the fact that more 
money will give you greater opportunity to do the things you love, because that would 
appear to be quite obvious, what is in question is the absence of wealth right now.!!
For example: a person comes to me for coaching and says “I am financially in trouble I 
cannot pay my bills.” There is no denying that money is needed in this situation and that 
with money they will feel a great sense of relief and therefore probably more happy. So 
now we have the process of getting more money into that person’s bank account. How 
much benefit do you think they derive from being unhappy while they go out and fill their 
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bank account? Well, the answer is this: an unhappy person, a desperate person, who goes 
out to try and make money will find it 100 times harder to generate wealth than a person 
who is happy and inspired. That’s what we’re working on here.!!
It's common sense to realise that people do not support, financially at least, desperate 
people. People invest in inspiration not desperation. The difference between inspiration 
and desperation is primarily an emotional perspective on the situation at hand. So, if we 
want to increase the probability of wealth wealth generation we will use the skill to shift 
from a desperate emotional perspective to an inspired emotional perspective in order to 
attract abundance/wealth. Now we don’t want to lie to ourselves and create a distorted 
sense of reality because that sort of stuff is transparent and people will see right through it. 
What we want to do is apply the universal laws of nature to create a sense of inspiration 
right now and from that position go out and fix the money problem.!!
So, according to the universal laws of nature you have no excuse at a emotional 
perspective level to be unhappy or uninspired. If you can grasp this concept then the 
whole of your life takes on a different motivation. Instead of going out into the world 
seeking to fill all the missing gaps that you think will make you happy, you go out in the 
world happy, fulfilled and with that emotional perspective do what you need to do and 
love to do.!!
Let me give you another example: I take people to the Himalayas where they are 1,000,000 
miles away from their problems. Up there in the mountains it is the most beautiful pristine 
and pure environment. There is absolutely nothing to worry about. There is nothing to 
worry about unless the person has the habit of delaying being happy and inspired until 
they achieve something. That introduces automatically, worry. So worry about getting to 
the top of a walk in the mountains, or worry about making money, or worry about not 
being happy does not contribute to the outcome. In fact it’s been proven that worry 
introduces to the subconscious mind we fear and what we fear typically comes near. In 
other words, worry is counter productive.!!
The opposite to worry is abundance. To be abundant is simply to be thankful. A thankful 
person is an abundant person. If you are in a relationship and you are an abundant person 
you will be thankful that everything your partner does for you and with you but there will 
be more. You will also be thankful for everything your partner does not do for you and 
does not do with you. There are infinite opportunities to be thankful because 50% of the 
energy of any situation is not going to be compliant with what you want. So in order to 
become an abundant thankful person you will need to understand how to translate 
whatever goes on in your life into a moment of abundance and thankfulness. In more 
simple language this means, instead of trying to change things and change people to learn 
to be thankful for people and things the way they are even if it contradicts what you want.!!
This skill comes from common sense. After 50 years of trying to change people you will 
realise that they actually don’t change. That people, including you, are worthy of love for 
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being as they are and who they are even if this is not necessarily what you want or in your 
best interest. Once you grasp this idea you are free to love. You can love primarily where 
you are right now. This is not to suggest you do not have goals or ambitions and want to 
change things but the foundation and the standpoint from which you are coming is a 
standpoint already existing happiness and already existing inspiration.!!
When I do the vision setting with individuals is very important for me to put the brakes 
on a vision quest when I sense that the person is unhappy and thinks that a vision and 
achieving that vision will transform their happiness. The place from which our vision is 
created is happiness. Happiness that is not dependent on getting having or doing anything 
is called inspiration. When we are inspired, happy with what with got, then we can hear 
the inner voice because there is silence on the inside we call this stillness.!!
The whole foundation of Eastern teaching is to teach us the idea of stillness. It’s from this 
place of stillness, commonly called emptiness, that we find happiness through 
detachment. We simply say right now, on the inside, I need nothing, I want nothing and 
therefore I have everything. This is not a lie.!!
Again because we have, over the past 200 years, disconnected greatly from the laws of 
nature, we have fragmented life into its component parts and therefore lost the 
conspicuous capacity to see that nothing is ever missing it just changes form. For example: 
a billionaire might be in poverty. Or a poverty stricken individual might be a billionaire in 
health. That nothing is ever missing just changes in form is an absolute law of nature that 
allows you to rise above the idea that happiness will come from something that happens 
in the future. With this awareness you can say that nothing is missing, anything that I look 
for in the future I have already got in a different form. This doesn’t mean that you lose the 
ambition to get what you want in the future it just means that you start from a thankful 
position.!!
When I work with single people it’s very important for them to recognise that they are not 
single if they are going to go out and create a relationship. There is nothing more repelling 
than a person who feels sorry for themselves for being single, nothing more desperate and 
desperate people attract desperate people so, if an individual wants to find a relationship 
that lasts it is wiser for them to go out into the world thankful for what they’ve got. That 
thankfulness is easy to apply because if we fragment their ambition down into its 
component parts everything they want in the future that already got in the present. This is 
how we remain inspired.!!
 I must say that in helping people deal with emotional crisis this is the single most 
important revelation that they can embrace. the idea that nothing is missing transcends 
grief, heartbreak, anger and resentment and all sorts of emotional downers.  But, the most 
powerful use for the concept of abundance and thankfulness is to stimulate receptiveness 
for vision and purpose.!!
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The whole purpose of meditation is to create this abundance and thankfulness. This is 
what we call a receptive state of mind. Where prayer is thanking the universe, meditation 
is receiving from the universe and visions come this way.!!
Too many people create goals and visions in the hope that they are going to become 
happier or more inspired by their fulfilment. In those situations visions feed into that 
problem of delaying inspiration. They feed into an ever-growing cycle of unhappiness as a 
foundation for life and hope that something will happen to fix it.!!
It's really important here to understand that we are only talking about internal fulfilment. 
Internal being what we feel inside. It is not to say in any way that we still don’t have 
ambitions and desires on the outside but we are not attached to them. We recognise that 
everything outside of us is transient and we work hard to create transient things. But if we 
permanently attach to transient things we cause an incredible conflict within ourselves 
and our identity is continually shattered by information that is trying to tell us to move on.!!
Unconditional Happiness - Inspiration 

Inspiration is not conditional. It is not a question of doing something that inspires you. No, 
that is different. That’s playing victim, a prison. If you can’t be inspired doing something 
you don’t like then you will never be sustainably inspired doing something you do like. !!
Running around trying to fill your life with things you love and do things you love and to 
avoid those things you don’t love creates fun, but leaves you empty and shallow, 
unfulfilled. !!
I know many people who have made a career out of chasing nirvana, moving from city to 
city, lover to lover, job to job in search of self fulfilment. What they know, and it’s a terrible 
thing to realise is that the moment they stop running, their unhappiness is just a day or so 
away. They’ve just been keeping it at bay, it’s a frightening thought that nothing has really 
changed in spite of a lifetime of looking. They are only one day away from how they felt 
twenty years ago. !!
Chasing happiness, looking to do what you love all the time without disturbance, is 
distracting and trivial. It will keep you on the surface of life. !!
You have an amazing inner voice. It speaks to you louder than all the outer voices 
combined. This inner voice that is yours and yours alone is your inspiration. You feel it 
rather than hear it. You know what it’s directing you. It creates certainty and commitment 
to something that others might not understand. You might stay with a lover longer than 
your emotional voices can understand, you might leave a perfect job before the emotional 
voices have comprehended why. You might choose something that is not emotionally 
engaging but is, for some reason, the calling of your inner voice.!!
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Your outer voices are your emotions. Those outer voices are either expressed in what you 
say, do, think and feel or are expressed by other people. When somebody has an opinion 
about you, it’s just one of your outer voices having its say. Can you imagine how 
confusing it must be for your mind to be receiving all these suggestions and wants and 
needs from your emotional voices? It’s a nightmare of run, rub, fun and hurt. !!
Your amazing inner voice never goes away but it can get stampeded with noise and 
emotional turbulence. If you are an emotional person then the odds of separating your 
inner voice from your outer voices are almost impossible. That’s why stillness is so 
important.!!
Stillness is not quiet. Stillness is something completely different to peace, harmony and 
calm. Stillness is wild, active, awake but it is not emotional. There can be no emotion in 
stillness because emotion is noise and noise is not stillness. A person who is addicted to 
pleasure, seeking peace, wanting to be self-important and worrying a lot can’t hear their 
inner voice. There is nothing wrong with seeking peace, wanting to be self-important 
because this pleasure seeking can be an exciting and theatrical journey of self-indulgence. 
But with every upside there has to be a down. Seeking peace, wanting to be self-important 
is shallow, vulnerable and uncertain. It’s like a leaf in a storm and with that comes benefits 
and drawbacks. Balanced as always.!!
There are two sides to everything. Even stillness has two sides. The benefit might be 
depth, strength and connection but the drawback might be a lack of engagement with 
many people who seek the pleasure path. It’s not wrong or right, it’s both.!!
Because you are inspired I know that you are not searching for a partnership that doesn’t 
make you cry, or the job that doesn’t make you tired, or the boss that doesn’t belittle you 
or the world that doesn’t tempt you or the neighbour that doesn’t make you frustrated, 
this is the outer voice driven life. Ultimately, a colourful trip but ultimately, disappointing. !!
Because you are inspired you don’t let those emotionally external stories run your script. 
You see the two sides of people, jobs and things. You know that every partnership will 
make you laugh and cry, every job is going to energise you and make you tired, your boss 
will belittle you and praise you in equal balance, your neighbour will frustrate and please 
you… You know these things and so you are not running around like a mouse in a cage 
looking for nirvana in your pyjama. (sorry)!!
Half life doesn’t exist. You know that. You know that a relationship isn’t about happiness. 
If it were nobody would separate. They’d be happy. But they are not. They are happy 50% 
of the time. That’s simple math. And the other 50% might be worth not being happy 
because the couple are creating something together that’s really the purpose of their love 
for each other. !!
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If a couple think that the purpose of their unification is pleasureful sex, orgasms and nice 
words then they will both be faking it very soon. That’s exhausting. Relationships are 
about nice things like that but they are also about the opposite too. You need to have 
realistic expectations and then your lover and you will be able to either accept when the 
petrol runs out and there’s no more purpose or where you might just be hanging onto a 
myth that you came together for happiness. That’s going to rot your stomach with stress 
and legal fees.!!
The challenge for many of my clients is that they are single at mid life and looking for a 
partner who is not still bitter about their own break up. When you become inspired then 
finding an inspired partner is really important. If you find a bitter person who says things 
like “I was unhappy for years” it means that they want only happy for the next years. Best 
you run because most inspired people are not that good at acting.!!
I met a wonderful woman and we shared many good times but she was continually 
talking about how much pain she’d been in her past relationship and how much she’d 
given up, and how bad it was, and how she was a mess for so long. So, she was hyper 
sensitive, not balanced or inspired about her expectations with me. When I disturbed her 
comfort or pleasure seeking pattern she’d rip into a flip and be absent for days. I tip toed 
around on egg shells for a month and then basically accepted that I needed a partner like 
myself, balanced in all seven areas of life and who thinks inspired with the inner voice 
instead of thinking emotional with the outer voice. !!
Such people are easy to find. They’ve usually done my 30 day challenge…. (smile)!!!
Perception is in your control.  

!
So, you're going down the shop to get the milk and you say to yourself "Ah, when I get the 
milk I'll have a cup of tea and I will be really happy." So you grumble your way down the 
street to get the milk, buy it, and grumble your way home in order to be happy. Or you do 
the inspired thing. You are going down to the shop and you are happy about going down 
to the shop because it is a nice walk. You get to the shop and meet the shopkeeper and 
enjoy a dialogue about buying milk. You walk home from the shop happy to observe 
nature along the way. You get home and have a cup of tea, nothing changes, you've been 
inspired and happy the whole time.!!
Sometimes we don't have complete control of circumstances. For example: our partner 
comes home from work and says goodbye I'm leaving you. In this situation we can say "oh 
I don't have control of my circumstances." Or, we can use the law of nature to work out 
how we manifested this reality and take responsibility for creating the end of your 
relationship and, you can use your power of perception to change your reaction. You have 
control of both if you wish to rise above the outer voice of emotion. Sure, the outer voice of 
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emotion will be going crazy thinking the world has come to an end and you'll never meet 
another person is wonderful as that one who is leaving, but that's not the truth it's just an 
emotional perception that got you temporarily in its grip.!!
You can change perception. Neuroplasticity does it all the time. There are many YouTube 
videos to demonstrate. There are hundreds of books now on heartbreak about how to 
change the way you see what's going on. You can also do multiple columns and find 
benefits of drawbacks until you see that your partner leaving you was the best thing you 
could have wished for. The battle is not so much with your ability to perceive any 
situation the way that is most suitable for your health, the battle is with overcoming 
socialised conditioning that somehow or another has become part of your belief system.!!
To stay inspired you need to question socialised 
conditioning.  

!
One such socialised conditioning is the idea that relationships will last forever. Another 
such socialised conditioning is that you can't love somebody and leave them. Another 
socialised conditioning is that in a relationship we have some guarantee that our partner 
will be with us tomorrow, a sense of ownership. This is just a few examples of socialised 
conditioning applied to relationships but you can apply this to business, health lifestyle 
and more. It is easy to change your perception, the technology is not hard to come by. 
What is hard is to overcome your socialised conditioning that certain things must hurt.!!
When I go to a funeral I don't feel sad. I embrace the idea of immortality. So I believe that 
what I'm doing and a funeral is respecting the body that goes to dust but the spirit of the 
individual has passed is right with us. There are many people who do cry at a funeral 
because their socialised conditioning is that a dead person is really dead. I just don't 
perceive that to be the way it is.!!
Failure in business is another example of socialised conditioning. There seems to be some 
moral corruption implied when a business goes bad. But it's not, at least not in my 
perception.!!
Perception is everything. Whether you walk to the shop to buy milk in grumpy state of 
mind or inspired state of mind is completely in your own power. The most important 
element of maintaining an inspired perception is to know your life purpose. Because every 
single thing that happens to you in your life is about growing you in the direction of your 
life purpose. When you understand this your perception of events and circumstances 
becomes totally transformed.!!
If you are in a relationship and the relationship finishes ask yourself the question "how 
does this support my purpose?" This is the magic of being inspired. Instead of gravitating 
to the emotional out of voices and seeking answers that are transient and at best unstable, 
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you look within for the inner voice and find the true inspiration of nature's calling, your 
purpose.!!
There is no other way to hold the perception that you are living, moment by moment, year 
by year, a gifted life. The outer voice will have 1000 reasons why you should go up and 
down like a roller-coaster when events take place. There is no stopping this. Emotions are 
meant to go up and down and any decision or resolution you come to that has emotional 
baggage attached to it will have a consequence of the opposite. A happiness will result in a 
sadness, and elation will result in a depression. Instead, to stay inspired ask the question 
how this experience links to your purpose and your inner voice will guide you to the 
answer. With this comes certainty and clarity and from this place an inspired vision is 
possible.!!
It may appear at first that I am talking a sophisticated high 
brain type of attitude towards the world. But I'm not. This is 
absolute nature and common-sense. 

!
You were given a gift at birth. The ability to change your mind. The older you get the less 
you seem to want to use this ability and yet the more important it becomes to use it. How 
can you lead a business or a family with a perception that is stuck. How can you stay 
inspirational and inspiring to those you wish to guide and lead into the future if you are 
going up and down like a roller-coaster. In this instance, if you become emotionally 
engaged you become unpredictable and un-trustable.!!
But worst still, if you become emotionally engaged because you refuse to change your 
perception of an event to maintain your inspiration, you become un-trustable to yourself. 
When you become doubtful everything goes to crap especially your purpose and your 
vision. The only thing necessary for you is to take bigger that was given to you at birth, the 
ability to change your perception, and use it to maintain a commitment to being inspired 
and on purpose. There is no other process necessary to live the life you choose.!!
Many people mistakenly believe that by riding the emotional roller-coaster they are doing 
their best in life. But all the relationships that fail, all the businesses that sink into the 
water, all the health problems that are self created have resulted from the emotional roller-
coaster. Regret is a terrible thing, and we do regret listening to our emotions. Emotions 
give us short-term solutions to long-term problems. The pain of regret always outweighs 
the pain of discipline. All you need is the discipline to use what was given to you at birth 
and that is the power to change your perception of any event or circumstance so that you 
maintain a sense of inspiration, abundance, thankfulness and therefore a connection to 
your purpose. There is no other solution to the dramas that come your way.!!!
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STAYING INSPIRED 
!
You Put the Swing on Things … So You Have the Power to Take it Off!!
It is common-sense wisdom that if you exaggerate how good something is you're going to 
become obsessed with it. Whether this is a car, a person, a job or making money. Obsession 
can be a good thing that it has its drawbacks, like everything.!!
You do want to be obsessed with your mission or purpose in life. You do want to be 
obsessed with your highest value. This is a necessity to achieve what you want.!!
But if you are obsessed with something you can't have, or obsessed with a myth then you 
going to go around in circles and have a lot of mind noise and emotional rhetoric. For 
example: if your partner says they are finished in the relationship is pretty wise and 
common sense for you to stop obsessing both them and the idea of maintaining the 
relationship. Actually, to increase the probability of getting somebody back in relationship 
that has come to such a drama, the wisest thing to do is let them go. People don't know 
what they've got until it's gone.!!
The second obsession, obsessed with a myth, has more potential for disaster. Obsession 
with a myth contradicts your intuition and therefore creates conflict within yourself. That's 
the root of all anger, frustration and fear. Conflict within yourself is an argument that can 
spoil even the best things in life. If you are having internal conflict between a myth that 
you want to hang onto and reality then even sitting in a perfect place with your best friend 
can become unpleasant. So it is wise not to set up obsessions with myths.!!
Obsessions are how we put the swing on things. Really, everything that happens is just 
something that happens. From that moment you make the decision to put your take or 
interpretation on whether it was a good or a bad thing.!!!
Your life is just the same as everyone else’s life. Your job is just a job. Your wealth is just 
money. You have friends like everyone has friends. Your dog is a dog like every other dog. 
Your God is a god, no big deal. But then you get to add your spin, your flavour, your 
beliefs, ideas, emotions to your story. You can judge anything as more or less pleasure or 
more or less pain, more right or wrong, more happy or sad, you can like and dislike. You 
get to put the colour on the story and suddenly you have a sort of self-imposed 
responsibility. !!
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For most people this self-imposed responsibility to spin things in a healthy way is quite 
complex. “All I want to do is earn money and have a happy family and stay healthy.“ So, 
then the spin becomes to avoid things that lose money, make you unhappy and are 
unhealthy. This means splitting life into things that work for you and things that don’t. 
That’s how the majority of people deal with self-imposed responsibility.!!
But is this functional?!!
For the outer voice is totally functional. At an emotional level who would want to engage 
in anything that made them unhappy, unhealthy or un-wealthy? So it’s important, in order 
to achieve what we want in life to make sure that our choices online with what we want to 
achieve. Eating deep-fried takeaway food while wanting to lose weight would be a 
contradiction. Spending money on theatre tickets while trying to save for a house might 
also be a contradiction. Those contradictions can make us extremely self depreciating. If 
we say we want something but then do the opposite we have not really feeling very 
genuine.!!
But the inner voice doesn’t function on the same plane. And this is where choices can be 
made without emotion. Please excuse the simplicity of this example: you can choose not to 
eat deep-fried takeaway food. This is an un-emotional choice and quite simply moving 
you in the direction of a healthy life. But then you can also become angry about deep-fried 
takeaway food being available and become obsessed with healthy food. Now you have 
emotionalised the topic, you have put a spin on the topic possibly to help you with self-
discipline around staying away from deep-fried takeaway food. However, by putting a 
spin on the topic you have made it harder for yourself to maintain your commitment.!!
Obsession with healthy food and resentment of unhealthy food leads to vacillation. Both 
of those thoughts cannot exist at one time and so you will automatically swing, spin and 
it’s usually in one of these swings and spins that you will drop back into eating deep-fried 
unhealthy food. Obsessions in this way are unsustainable. It would be far wiser to say that 
deep-fried unhealthy food has both benefits and drawbacks, healthy food has both 
benefits and drawbacks and with this awareness make your choice. This is how we make 
sustainable long-term commitments.!!
To make this example of a little more complex lets talk about marriage: Obsession in a 
marriage is called the honeymoon, it’s very often followed by the opposite to obsession 
which is resentment. The inclination to obsess with anything transports itself across all 
areas of life. So a person who obsesses with healthy food is highly likely to be obsessed 
with the relationship as well. They will also be obsessed with a new job, a new car and a 
new idea. It's just a way of thinking and it isn’t limited to just one area of life.!!
Obsession with a relationship, the honeymoon period, leads to resentment in a 
relationship. Because of the session itself is built on the fact that there is an all positive 
circumstances in the universe, i.e. your new partner or new relationship, which really can’t 
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exist. In this situation obsession comes from the outer voice and balance comes from the 
inner voice and then they begin to argue. The inner voice, your intuition is saying 
something isn’t right, your outer voice, your emotion and the voices of the friends around 
you will be wanting things to go right, for the obsession to be true, which of course, is 
impossible.!!
Many people mistake obsession with love. They think that because they are attracted to, 
desire for, hungry for and pleased about being with somebody that they have found love. 
This is not love this is obsession, a lopsided perspective. Lopsided perspectives are not 
sustainable. Love on the other hand is a balanced perspective which is real, grounded and 
sustainable. What love isn't is colourful.!!
Romance novels, self-help, so-called spirituality, television evangelism is all based on 
colourful stories and these are designed to engage the emotional being within us all, our 
outer voices and lead us to choices that are in the direction we want to go in.  but it sets up 
a conflict between the inner voice seeing balance and the outer voice seeking obsession 
then we can have no inner peace.!!
There are a few people who want to be inspired. !!
What many people don’t recognise is that to be inspired we need to give up our old ways 
of thinking. We love and enjoy the idea of adding spin and colour to stories so that they 
become entertaining or at least attention grabbing. But to be inspired we need to drill 
through those stories and find where the inner voice speaks louder than the outer voices.!!
The question is not about getting rid of the outer voice, emotion, but rather prioritising the 
inner voice, balance.!!
As an inspired individual, who listens to the inner voice more than the outer voices, you 
will have a global impact. You’ll have freedom to help a huge diversity of people. You will 
lead in your field. You will be at the top of your industry. You will have a vision that want 
lasts longer than your lifespan, and want to make an immortal impact on the world. When 
that time comes, it is simply a decision. And you will be less engaged in listening to your 
outer voice and more engaged in listening to your inner voice. Or put more practically, 
you’ll seek balance rather than seek information to fuel and follow obsessions.!!
Distraction comes when we are split between our inner and outer voices. If they are in 
conflict we’ll want something on an emotional level but might not be engaged on spiritual, 
or inner level. That’s when things go into a holding pattern. One part of us engages, the 
other disengages, it’s sort of like a half hearted effort that feels emotionally fully engaged, 
but on the inside feels disappointingly separate.!!
Emotional voices split life into things that work and things that don’t. It means we are run 
by our perceptions of the world around us: we avoid those things that don’t work, 
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meaning work we don’t like, people we don’t like, places we don’t like, food we don’t like, 
vegetables we don’t like, medicine we don’t like, political parties we don’t like, family 
members we don’t like, ex-partners we don’t like, future partners we don’t like, certain 
emotions we don’t like, gods we don’t like, whether we don’t like, clothing brands we 
don’t like, social media we don’t like, colours we don’t like, neighbourhoods we don’t like, 
countries we don’t like, forests we don’t like, dangers we don’t like, sports we don’t like, 
dinner services we don’t like, restaurants we don’t like, television shows we don’t like and 
the list could go on forever. !!
When we try to create a vision of the future, with this emotional context we cannot be 
authentic. With emotional perspectives, when we start avoiding things we don’t like, then 
the things we don’t like are dictating our vision. It’s not really a vision or purpose, it’s a 
way of obsessing with our existing beliefs.!!
A vision, and purpose comes from inspiration - the ability to listen to the inner voice. !!
The inner voice does not make decisions based on what it likes or doesn’t like. So the first 
step in learning to live inspired is to love what you do, whatever that is, as it is, where it is 
right now.!!
It’s like a relationship that people run away from. They spend many years being angry 
about that relationship. And so they spend many years being run by that relationship. 
Then in their vision quest they describe their new partner who just happens to have none 
of the qualities that their past partner had. Then after two or three relationships, and two 
or three opportunities to add to the list of what they don’t like, they end up with a tiny 
window of human condition through which no real person can pass through. Basically, 
they filter out 99.999% of people using their list of what they don’t like.!!
Little do they know that the obsession with what they like comes from the opposite to 
what they don’t like and given that every human being on earth has every single human 
quality in them, they are automatically increasing the probability of making a huge 
relationship mistake. The more “what I don’t like” a person has, the more obsessed they 
become with finding what they do like, and that’s just increasing the probability of an 
emotional, physical and sexual choice that’ll end up in catastrophe. And their intuition 
knows it.!!
If you are accumulating a list of what you don’t like in your ex and what you don’t want 
to find in your new relationship, you’ve become outer voice driven in a choice that really 
is made to connect with your inner voice. The inner and outer voices will argue at every 
turn. The odds of you achieving what you set out to create are getting less and less the 
longer this conflict continues.!!!
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TO LOVE 
SOMETHING IS 
VERY SIMPLE.  

!
To hear the inner voice louder than the outer voices is to be inspired. That’s why Vision is 
put side by side with Inspiration and Purpose. Without Inspiration, the inner voice, then 
the vision is usually going to be an emotional obsession, fraught with danger at every 
turn.!!
Love is the Zen of life. It’s the ability to not want to change anything. To achieve this, you 
simply need to see perfect symmetry, balance.  It’s not resentment, which is to want to run 
away from, nor is it obsession, which is to want to run toward something. It’s both. It’s 
attraction and repulsion, all at the one time. Like being frozen between coming and going. 
Then, and only then, are the emotions trapped in their own game, stuck between come 
and go. And when you relax into this state of confusion, and call it love, your inner voice 
become audible. Not to the ear, to the inner eye.!!
The inner voice speaks in pictures. If you can’t see it within your mind’s eye, you will 
really struggle to create it. All things become real within our mind’s pictures before they 
become real. Nothing happens on the outside unless it is first seen on the inside. This is 
why the power of visualisation has been held as the single highest skill for all great 
masters in the ancient mysteries. First it becomes a picture in the inner voice, and then it 
becomes reality to the outer voices.!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Simple Process for Calming the Outer Voices (Emotions) 

!
This process is designed to help you process any emotional reaction you have to the future 
or the past. In other words it helps you become present in the now, 110% turned up for 
others.!!
Grounded Inspiration - Inner and Outer Voices Combined 
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!
Whether it is because you are a leader, a parent, a healer, a coach or a lover, by being 
inspired in your thinking you’ll be putting your best foot forward at every level of life. 
However, there is a time to be emotionally engaged and a time to be emotionally 
disengaged. In other words, sometimes you use your emotions to get and give what you 
want.!!!
The most common sense wisdom you can apply here is to ask “do you have the emotions 
or do the emotions have you?” Inspiration is the balance of emotion and we achieve 
grounded inspiration by processing emotion to balance rather than by negating or 
ignoring it. Therefore, a person who does not experience any emotional feelings cannot be 
inspired. We can say that emotions are the raw energy of inspiration and emotions 
expressed can be either grounded in inspiration or ungrounded in obsession and 
desperation. So there is a need to express emotion grounded in inspiration.!!
Ungrounded emotion fragments energy. So any time that you are feeling emotional you 
are wise to rein that emotion in, and choose to feel rather than express that emotion. When 
emotions have you, then you become fragmented and this doesn’t help your approach to 
anything or anyone. Alternatively you can ground that emotion, you can choose to process 
that emotion, link it to your purpose and therefore become unified and cohesive in your 
approach. Both alternatives lead to outcomes. They just take different amounts of time and 
energy to arrive at that point.!!
All emotion is the opposite to love. Love and inspiration are the same word. They mean 
the same thing. In the now, 110% turned up, being present, beyond emotion, fully 
thankful, grace, enlightened are all the same word. They mean the same thing. So 
inspiration is a powerful state of mind for anybody wishing to be of service to anybody 
else.!!
Once you are inspired and put the fuel of emotion behind it, then you can focus on your 
vision and enjoy the journey. This is the most fun you’ll ever have. Working on your top 
priorities, engaging others, feeling enthusiastic, motivated and yet, grounded.!!
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BREAKING OLD 
EMOTIONAL 

HABITS 
!
Dopamine, a chemical within the human body, is produced based on the amount of 
obsession, desperation and therefore emotion you have. Nearly 99% of the world’s 
population is addicted to dopamine. When dopamine is absent we feel unemotional and 
therefore not triggered into action. So a significant amount of marketing, motivation, sport 
and self awareness is designed to trigger dopamine. !!
Sexy relationships are often dopamine producing environments. Simply put dopamine 
triggers our motivation to go get something we want. Inspiration on the other hand does 
not produce dopamine.!!
To break the dopamine cycle, we move to inspiration and this starts with the concept of 
fulfilment. !!
You have what you need and want. With that mindset, motivation doesn’t exist and  
inspiration takes over as the motive. For inspiration to replace motivation, you need a 
sense of purpose greater than yourself. While you are motivated by something you want, 
don’t want, need or don’t need, you are dopamine addicted. !!
inspiration is a higher form of motivation.  

Many of our problems in our emotional life come from the addiction to dopamine, 
pleasure hunting. The reason we become addicted is not to generate dopamine, but 
because at the end of a dopamine driven hunt, serotonin is produced. And that’s what we 
become addicted to.!!
Serotonin is the chemical in the human body produced when we get what we want, the 
satisfaction drug. Evidently it’s similar to cocaine. The problem comes when we produce 
dopamine (create a desire) and don’t get what we want (failure or disappointment). Then 
we get no serotonin, no cocaine, and this puts the body into withdrawal. Just like any 
addict that withdrawal is painful and because we walk the streets, rather than in a rehab 
clinic, we have a million temptations to “go underground” to get the drug. !
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Red bull, sex, sympathy, arguments we win, righteousness, success, yoga and more … 
there’s just an unlimited supply of instantaneous Serotonin replacing pharmaceuticals. !!
Withdrawal from serotonin is typically called heartbreak, disappointment, frustration, 
anger, greed and often depression. More simply the dopamine/serotonin cycle is the 
addiction to getting more and more satisfaction, emotional uppers, and if we are to 
become inspired we need to break that addiction.!!
It takes 30 Days to break the Dopamine/Serotonin cycle… to start being being driven by 
abundance rather than need. !!
An Olympic athlete wants the maximum consciousness in their particular sport. They will 
learn the psychology of sport which is how to direct the mind into one particular event, 
one particular moment and one particular activity and disengage from emotional rhetoric. 
You will hear people speaking about doing their personal best rather than competing in an 
event with other people. You will hear about people getting into the zone, focusing, 
blocking out. These are all simply words for being driven by a higher, more fuel efficient 
motive than the desire for more dopamine/serotonin. It’s really more conscious.!!
Balancing Emotion is also Important for Healing 

!
Illness comes from excess (too much) or deficiency (not enough).  So being inspired is a 
state of healing because it takes us through and out the other side of any emotional 
blockages that are causing illness. When you read about miraculous healing experiences 
basically they are talking about the same thing that an athlete would say as they were 
being in the zone.!!
When you are inspired by a greater purpose special things happen. You attract people 
places and things to support your purpose. When you are motivated by your desires you 
attract and repel people places and things. So being inspired creates a sustainability in 
whatever you approach and so healing is more effective. !!
Nothing affects the life of the child more than the un-lived life of the parent. Simply that 
means, the parents emotions trigger the child’s emotions, and the child’s emotions affect 
the child’s and the parent’s life too. So by processing our emotions we can heal, not only 
ourselves, but our family and friends too.!!
Warren Buffett, global financial guru, writes “if you can’t manage your emotions you can’t 
manage your money.” Take it even further “if you can’t manage your emotions you can’t 
manage your life.”!!
So inspiration is not just a means to an end but the gathering of energy and life force into a 
common and united direction. That united direction is called your vision.!
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CREATING 
RESULTS 

!
Vision is a very simplistic word to describe manifestation. If we step back a little bit from 
the idea of creating a statement of vision which is how people have corporate ties the idea 
will begin to realise that the process of doing vision is actually the process of manifesting.!!
Before I go into the details of how to manifest it might be wise for us to explore the process 
of manifestation.!!
Whether it’s the biblical analogy of the big bang theory or simply a scientist coming up 
with a new invention, nothing can come from nothing. We might think that an Apple 
computer came out of nowhere but it started in the mind of Steve jobs. So one could say 
that before things happen somebody thought about it.!!
YOUR VISION!!
Thought is a form of energy. Controlling those thoughts is the art of Vision. !!
The most original thought you can have is your vision for your life. Nobody has lived 
your life before and nobody will ever live it again. If you apply the ability to think original 
thought and apply it to your life it means that you must consider the possibilities of your 
life way beyond the  realms of reality. In this we utilise our imagination.!!
So the process of visioning is the skill of manifestation. It is how we take an original 
thought (your visions) and turn them into something that we can hold in our hand. take 
your first boyfriend or girlfriend as an example. Certainly, at first before you even met 
them you thought about how good it would be to meet somebody. Then, through some 
serendipitous process you collided with your first boyfriend or girlfriend and there was a 
match between what you thought and what you’ve got. It didn’t seem very scientific at the 
time but it was.!!
First there was a thought (your visions). Then came a picture in your mind. Then came 
words “I’d really like to have a boyfriend or girlfriend.” Then came description of what 
they would be like. Then came some action. Then came appreciation and thankfulness 
because you are getting closer. So there was a process and ironically it’s exactly the same 
process as we use to create or manifest what we want from vision to manifestation.!
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Manifestation 

!
So I’ll list here the steps without going into great detail. In the 30 day challenge you learn 
the steps in more detail and practice them throughout:!!
 a purpose!
thought!
vision!
self talk!
feeling!
writing!
timing !
action!
 thankfulness!
 deserving!
 manifestation !!
Now, you may think to yourself, “did I go through all those steps when I met my first 
boyfriend or girlfriend?” The answer is probably not. But you did begin with a purpose 
and you did end with manifestation and there were variations on the steps in between. But 
in general, that’s the manifestation formula.!!
So here we are trying to deliberately mechanise what is often subconsciously done in the 
process of manifesting things. !!
For most people their purpose is not known to them, however, this does not mean that 
they don’t have a purpose. In fact, when people look back on their life it is the only thing 
that makes sense of the ups and downs in the trials and tribulations of their life to date. 
They were on purpose and anything that got in the way of their purpose they sabotaged 
or moved on from.!!
This is one great awakening by the way, for those who have experienced heartbreak. 
Because sometimes they feel that their relationship broke up and it was somebody else 
who caused that, and there was really no advantage in it. But when a person looks back 
over the history of that relationship with the hindsight and wisdom of knowing their 
purpose then it will be conspicuously obvious that relationships are subordinate to life 
purpose even when we don’t know what our purpose is, or even believe that we have one.!!!!!
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 We sabotage anything that gets in the way of our purpose/
mission/vision. 

!
Manifestation therefore works like this. Your mind, can send and receive information. It is 
an electro magnetic transmitter and receiver. It’s just like a mobile phone that can receive 
and broadcast information. Your mind does not need your hands, eyes, mouth, years or 
tongue to communicate. Your mind hears things and sees things and feels things and 
knows things without any physical input from the material world. This is called, in its 
purest sense intuition and inspiration. In the words of great wisdom nothing comes from 
you only through you. So we must, in a sense, recognise that emotion and stress and 
trauma blocks our receiving and broadcasting system, and therefore makes our thoughts 
cumbersome and unwieldy.  Clutter in our life both in worries and in physical form makes 
the thought process foggy.!!
So we can sit still without legs crossed on a rock or in a cave and receive an broadcast 
information through our mind and gain incredible knowledge and create incredible 
change in the world. However if we wish to materialise or own these things we will need 
to take some control over the process of manifestation. I remember clearly throughout my 
early business years coming up with incredible ideas about new innovations and patents 
but not acting on them and then suddenly within six months seeing somebody else with 
the same idea put into action and making a fortune out of it. What it means was 
everybody has access to the information available in thought, some of us receive it then 
broadcasted out again, others receive it and manifest with it.!!
Assuming right now you’re in the latter group and you wish to manifest what you receive 
as a thought let’s step through the process.!!
When you receive inspiring and illuminating ideas they become pictures and then words 
in your split brain your dualistic mind starts to separate them into good bad and pleasure 
pain feelings. When you write these visions down on paper in detail and start to put 
timeframes on their completion then you spend time thinking and visualising and 
affirming them, you will feel called into action with an inspiring and vital energy which 
you can create and use to transform the thought interaction. If you don’t limit the 
transformable material substance available to you, and have thankfulness for whatever 
comes your way and you feel worthy of the results, you will manifest them in the material 
form.!!
As you will remember from the list of manifestation steps the first and primary step is to 
have some awareness of your life purpose. We are going to cover this later in the article. So 
for now I’m going to assume that you already have a grip on your life purpose and 
understand what it is as your primary intrinsic value.!!
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The question we ask in a vision quest is how can I manifest my primary intrinsic value, 
my life purpose in each of the seven areas of life? A vision is simply a purpose stepped 
down into the more materialised form of mental pictures and words.!!
It’s really important here to recognise that there are seven visions in one life with one 
purpose. So you can see already that the process of taking the purity of  and inspiration 
and stepping down into a lower form of materialised thought begins through the 
visualisation, verbalisation and  categorisation of the idea. You may even end up with 200 
visions each one of them stepped down and linked to a purpose, visualised, verbalised, 
and categorised into time and space. The question as to which ones will manifest will be 
totally determined by your willingness to accept the material that will be presented to you 
and feel worthy of that.!!
Your vision includes what you would love to be, do and have. 

!
Any time you try to get something for nothing or give something for nothing you will 
stagnate or lower your self-worth and be something for nothing. Be sure that your vision 
statement includes a balance of giving (doing) and getting (having). Maintaining a fair and 
equitable exchange with others will help you maximise your self worth and elevate your 
state of being.!!
So you will create a vision in all seven areas of life defining what you would love to be do 
and have. The crucial element of a vision statement is that it is done in the associative 
language. Many people write their vision statement in a dissociated language. They write 
“I see myself” or “I will have and I will do.” This is like looking at yourself on a movie 
screen in a theatre and is referred to as dissociated conditioning. Instead we want to have  
associated language and associated conditioning which means that you are in the future in 
your vision describing how it feels to be there. “It’s cold, the view extends forever, the 
three-day climb up here to the top of Mount Everest was absolutely awesome. I feel 
fatigue but the joy of standing here is unbelievable. It makes the six months that I had 
spent training and the $100,000 investment worthwhile. And the story can go on into great 
detail.”!!
By using associated language you transport yourself into the future. In more flowery 
language it means expanding the now to include the future. You become so present 
describing the future that people listening to it feel like they are transported into the future 
that you’re describing. That’s how I test whether a person’s vision quest is genuine or 
whether they are just faking the idea of being in the future.!!
Another important criterion for a vision statement is that it is not dealt as an escape from 
the current reality. For example somebody might say I am currently poor but in the future 
I will be wealthy. That vision statement won’t work because it is really not a statement of 
presence in the future but an escape from a difficulty right now. Another example might be 
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“I am single and in my vision I see myself as married.” This sort of visualisation creates 
desperation and certainly can motivate people to action but what it motivates them to 
achieve is unsustainable.!!
When a person feels as if they are fulfilling their vision they grow in self-worth. But when 
they mis-perceive themselves as not fully fulfilling their mission they lower their self-
worth and their physical body begins to self-destruct. To get around this it’s important to 
know that everything that is in your vision can be accomplished in some form, even if it’s 
not quite the form you’d expected it to manifest in. By knowing this you can stay grateful 
and therefore, empowered.!!
What you have learned in the 30 day challenge is that nothing is missing it just changes in 
form. So actually holding a vision in your mind’s eye is a form of owning it. That’s 
dangerous in one sense, because there are many people who have such a fantasised view 
of their vision that they don’t actually need to act on it, it’s come true in their head, they’ve 
celebrated it, boasted about it, actually to the point where they really believe they’ve done 
it. This is called depression. So the process of visualisation of a dream or a future plan 
must be congruent with action and the stepping forward of that process into reality. 
Nothing comes from nothing and so all that visioning is doing is imagining something 
(thought) before you start turning it into something (material) real (tangible).!!
It’s like taking ice and heating it up and turning it into water and then heating it more and 
turning it into steam and finally heating at more and turning it into vapour. You needed to 
apply heat (emotion) but nothing has been added or subtracted it is only changed form. 
This is your vision you already have the vapour and all you are doing is working out the 
process of turning your vision into ice so you can hold it.!!
All entrepreneurs do this by accident. The process of manifestation is the same throughout 
the world whether it’s a poetry book or a massive international airline, the steps from I 
thought to material sustainability are the same.!!
Your Values 

!
Although there are seven areas of life they do not have equal weight. If all seven areas of 
life had the same priority then we would never be able to make a decision. We have a 
hierarchy of values and in turn a high righty of the seven areas of life. There are actually 
one in the same. So given that there are seven areas of life you will have a hierarchy of 
seven values. Now of course the whole days topic is incredibly complex and each of the 
seven areas of life might be divided into 100 sub values and categories. But as you know 
my work is about simplification and distillation of complexity. I have no interest in getting 
into that mess as it has no real benefit.!!
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Each of the seven areas of life requires balance and focus. None of them are irrelevant or 
unimportant. When we say we have a hierarchy of values it means that we value all seven 
but we have to, in the interest of sanity, prioritise them.!!
When we can feel in control of our top two values we feel inspired and energised. When 
we link those top two values to our purpose we begin to feel soul guided. There is a whole 
special energy that comes to us when we are on purpose and in control of our top two 
values. Our lower values will not motivate us in their own right but if we link them to our 
higher values they become incredibly stimulating.!!
Let’s say hypothetically your highest value is financial. And hypothetically your lowest 
value was social. People could spend months trying to convince you that your 
engagement in the social world is important and has a value to you. But until you can link 
your social life to your highest value, financial, you will not respond automatically. 
Automatic response means sustainably.!!
So simply if there is a task in any of the seven areas of life that is not of interest and 
considered to be a distraction to you simply link that task to your highest value and or to 
your purpose with at least 50 benefits and you will start to find the motivation re-emerges.!!
It works very much the same as asking a child to clean their bedroom. You can ask over 
and over again and they will have no energy to do it even if you give them 1000 reasons 
why it would be good to have a clean bedroom. But when their friend is coming over and 
they want to impress their friend they start cleaning the bedroom automatically, or when 
you start linking a clean bedroom to their pocket money they become a little more 
enthusiastic, (if pocket money is important.)!!
Your Self Talk  

!
Self talk, which really means programming the subconscious mind to work with you 
rather than against you is much underestimated piece of the manifestation puzzle. Many 
people would rather bang their head on a piece of concrete than get involved in the idea of 
self talk.!!
Advertising executives, marketing gurus, brand managers and psychiatrists have the 
common interest of engaging your subconscious mind through self talk that you don’t 
even know you’re doing. The subconscious is incredibly vulnerable and therefore we are 
incredibly vulnerable to information that can pass by our ego without even a warning 
sign.!!
So if others can manipulate your behaviour through your subconscious mind don’t you 
think it would be wise for you to get a grip on that potentiality if it plays such an 
important part in your choice and manifestation in life. Your subconscious will drive you 
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to be attracted to people even if they are not in your best interest. Your subconscious will 
cause you to want to smoke cigarettes even though you know in the conscious mind it’s 
killing you. Your subconscious mind will cause you to want to go back to somebody who 
has been cruel. Your subconscious is composed of the part of the brain that is designed to 
automate the responses we have toward everyday life. Once we have a conditioned 
response it is really hard to change it because that conditioned response is beyond their 
own awareness.!!
But changing the subconscious mind is easy. All we have to do is learn to lie. In fact we 
already know how to lie, it’s part of life, but we can become a little pious about doing it to 
ourselves. The subconscious mind eventually believes what it’s told. If a parent 
continually tells a child that they are unworthy then the child begins to believe that. If a 
parent continually tells the child that they are dumb the child will eventually believe it. So 
if these sorts of lies can enter the subconscious mind and create permanent results why 
can’t we enter the subconscious mind with information that leads us in the direction of our 
vision and purpose?!!
During the 30 day challenge you have been taught how to affect your subconscious mind 
and change its belief pattern and therefore your own self talk. This is a powerful asset that 
saves you years of your life from stuffing around arguing with people about trivia. It saves 
years of your life disillusioned and disappointed trying to work out why you don’t have 
the discipline to do something that’s very important. Simply we reprogram the 
subconscious to work with us rather than against us.!!
If we leave the subconscious mind to its own devices it will pick up information from all 
around us including the subconscious and unspoken words of our friends and family. 
Ultimately it builds up a resume of information that may or may not be true and locks us 
in to belief pattern which in turn locks are sent to an impossible conflict between a vision 
that is possible and a belief system that refuses to accept that.!!
What you think about and thank about, you bring about.!!
Your Visualisation 

The secret agenda of meditation and the process of sitting still on a cushion with your legs 
crossed was never to be in peace. That’s a Western corruption of an Eastern art.!!
Nor was meditation ever designed for stress relief. The people who invented meditation 
weren’t stressed. The real motive and design of meditation was visualisation.!!
The mind believes what the eyes see and so by keeping the eyes open in visualisation 
process during meditation one learns the art of visualising reality and seeing the future. 
All healing is done in this way. If you are waiting to see it to believe it you will be waiting 
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a long time. The idea of meditation was always to be able to visualise the reality that one 
wished to manifest for others.!!
If you are daydreaming you are visualising. !!
However, if we close our eyes and visualise we can easily be running a movie script that 
has nothing to do with reality. So you are encouraged through the 30 day challenge to 
learn the art of visualisation by describing yourself in an associative form in the future of 
your own vision.!!
In the ancient teaching of visualisation mom was instructed to create images in the mind 
flip the image around change its colour make it big make it small etc. So the mastery in the 
art of visualisation was to deliberately place a picture in the minds eye.!!
Timing 

!
Everything is possible. One can even imagine flying through space on the back of a bird 
singing “I’ve been working on the railroad” eating an ice cream. But when it comes time to 
put this into reality we ask where and when it will happen. By placing time and space 
against the backdrop of a vision we begin the process of materialisation into the tangible 
form.!!
When will it happen? Who is involved? How many? Where is it?!!
This is not just somebody trying to stamp out your enthusiasm for a vision it is a business 
and personal discipline that actually brings fantasies out of the air and leaves visions in 
their place.!!
I’ve worked with many people over the years who have fantasies of what they want and 
when. In order to compress the fantasy into reality I asked them what they are prepared to 
give up in order to achieve their vision. By doing this I bring them back to the present 
moment to consider what they would let go of long the journey to achieving their vision in 
the future. It becomes quite a dilemma.!!
In asking the question what we are willing to let go of we face a reality of time and space. 
A family man might say that he is keen to help Third World countries but when I ask what 
he’s willing to let go of, like being around his own children a lot, like earning as much 
money, like his sport, then the whole story of helping the Third World countries becomes a 
little faded.!!
Another woman might say that she wants to achieve certain levels in her urbanisation. I 
ask her if she knows the cost of doing that and how she will compensate. Given that she is 
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already working 80 hours a week her proposal to work a few hours extra every day would 
put into the realm of self destruct sleeplessness.!!
So whether it’s a business plan for a business or a life plan for an individual it’s very 
important that we write down in time and space our goals and visions for the future. It’s a 
way of tracking down visions into stepping stones. The primary reason is not as a 
barometer of progress but rather to force our visualisation process to come out of our 
minds and down onto the reality of paper.!!
Thankfulness and deserving 

!
We can build many things in the world out of greed and desperation. There is no requisite 
for thankfulness and deserving. Except when it comes to health. An un-thankful person 
will not live long even if they do manifest everything they dream. When we build things, 
create families, give help to others and yet we are not thankful for the life we have then we 
are in the unsustainable realms of self sabotage, slow suicide.!!
Thankfulness also attracts support. When you are thankful for what you are doing people 
want to do it with you and would be more interested in buying it. If you feel deserving of 
$100 for what you are doing then you will get paid $100. So we actually get what we think 
we deserve. Nobody can value us more than we value ourselves and we can’t fake that by 
saying “I think I’m worth twice as much as I’m being paid.” The reality is, what we are 
being paid is actually what we think we are worth. To change what we are currently being 
paid we have to see the greater value in what we do for others. This is quite often a 
significant shift in our thankfulness and sense of deserving. We have to value ourselves 
up, without developing a false idea in our head, or becoming egocentrically, proud.!!
Humility and pride conflict with each other. So, we’re accepting that our work or value 
has two sides, a positive and a negative, but what we are linking the benefit to are the 
number of people who get that value, and the value it is to them.!!
Although I have mentioned here many different variables in the process of manifestation 
each step is an improvement on self-worth and an improvement on the quality of our life. 
So it’s not just about manifestation it’s about enjoying the process of life without doing it  
tough. Instead, we want to find a way to go with the flow and still create an incredible 
opportunity.!!
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YOUR PURPOSE 
!
There are a lot of reasons why finding your life purpose is advantageous however, when 
all boils down, the real reason is to simplify and remove the complexity from your life. 
There are certain metaphysical benefits and I will certainly leave no stone unturned to 
demonstrate them, but truly, the real benefit of knowing your life purpose is in the 
sustainability and comfort of your existence.!!
Anything that’s fragmented, another word for spread out, is in a sense diluted. If your life, 
read here your mind, is fragmented then it is certainly spread out and your energy and 
efforts are spread thinly across a  wide diversity of outputs. As you may be aware, success 
in anything requires focus, which in a sense is organisation and simplification, sustainable 
effort.!!
One client of mine rang up to 15 people a day to get advice on any decision he had to 
make. That meant, he knew 15 people who didn’t value their time, 15 people who were 
looking to rescue him, taking responsibility for him, and 15 people who were happy to 
keep him in his disempowered state. In fact, he had made quite a self identity out of 
confusion because it seems there are many people who want to help those who are 
confused. Remembering that trying to change other people is the greatest form of 
narcissism, it means those who were rescuing him was simply being extremely narcissistic. 
The irony of the story is that it was his narcissism, unwillingness to change and adapt, that 
was causing all his problems. The single and only solution for him was to find a purpose 
greater than himself.!!
The great sage, Pattanjali wrote ““When you are inspired by some great purpose, some 
extraordinary project, all your thoughts break their bonds; your mind transcends 
limitations, your consciousness expands in every direction, and you find yourself in a new, 
great and wonderful world. Dormant forces, faculties and talents become alive, and you 
discover yourself to be a greater person by far than you ever dreamed yourself to be.”!
Patanjali!!
It doesn’t take long to find reference to service, humility and devotion to a greater cause in 
any text that offers to guide you spiritually and emotionally through life. The reason for 
this is threefold: pain distracts us from doing what we love and there will always be pain 
and therefore purpose gives us a good reason not to be distracted by it. Happiness comes 
from what you give others and your purpose is always about giving  balanced with 
taking. Finally, self-importance is a toxic trip that leads to self-improvement, that leads to 
self appreciation, that leads to low self-worth. Ultimately when you find a purpose greater 
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than yourself it puts you, your emotions, your feelings, your disappointments and your 
ambitions in context with the greater picture. In this way it simplifies things.!!
Simplification of life is frightening. I have worked with thousands of people to help them 
find their life purpose and every third person I work with is afraid. Simply, it is easier to 
form dependencies on other people, places to hide, identities that get reinforced, rather 
than step out and take ownership of that purpose. There is also a timing issue.!!
I’m not sure how it works but it seems that we only embrace a sense of purpose greater 
than ourselves at a certain age or stage in life. It is the perfect remedy to midlife crisis or 
the empty nest syndrome. So it could be that we prioritise our responsibilities to family 
and wealth creation until a certain time or age and then start looking for something bigger.!!
The diversity of obligations in life pull us in different directions. Spiritual, mental, 
financial, social, health, relationship, career all demand attention. As with seen earlier in 
the 30 day challenge, our values determine the hierarchy of priority we give each one. But 
it still leaves quite a lot of conflict and can render us guilty or fearful to act. So, one in three 
people would prefer to fulfil what they perceived to be their responsibilities and 
obligations rather than unify their life into a single purpose which may challenge some of 
the emotional and financial ties they have to the world they have created. That problem 
evaporates with a certain amount of wealth creation and when the kids are no longer 
demanding care from the parent.!!
Amazingly, even if we have not articulated our life purpose, we sabotage anything that 
does not fulfil our purpose. It’s almost like an inbuilt self guidance system. It’s sort of 
understandable because your life purpose is your single highest value. The values we 
have mentioned earlier in the 30 day challenge are called extrinsic values, meaning that 
they have been learnt, borrowed, adapted, conditioned and selected. Those values are 
outside of us. In contrast there are our intrinsic values.!!
Intrinsic values are inside of us. Unlike extrinsic values, intrinsic values rarely change. 
They come from the perception of either too much or too little of something in the first few 
years of our existence. In fact some intrinsic values are created prenatal. Emotions that the 
mother is going through before birth become emotions that the child intrinsically has 
built-in. It’s from these beliefs and emotions that our purpose evolves.!!
You have a mission, a purpose, or a chief aim in life; which is the most efficient and 
effective pathway to fill the largest amount of your intrinsic value for weeds with the 
largest amount of extrinsic values, achievements. Your purpose is aligned and congruency 
with your highest values. Simply, your highest extrinsic value is the closest thing you can 
perceive to fulfil in order to satisfy your highest intrinsic value, the thing you feel most 
missing in your life, emotionally.!!
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Let’s say for example you were born to a mother who had you adopted at birth. Whatever 
the mother was going through emotionally, prior to your birth around this topic is woven 
into the fabric of your mind and body. Your purpose, or intrinsic value, will be to search 
for what you feel you are missing, which is exactly the same as what your mother would 
have perceived herself missing. She may have felt unsupported, she may have felt guilty, 
she may have felt unwanted by her society. Whatever it was that caused her to put you up 
for adoption at birth would have become your quest to find, your intrinsic value.!!
But if the birth process went according to plan and only a few of the mothers emotions 
were adopted into you within the first year to 2 years of life will create your intrinsic value 
set. What was missing or what you perceive to be missing, or what there was too much of 
what you perceived to be too much of will become the trigger for your intrinsic value set. 
And as a consequence what is called your purpose or mission in life is determined.!!
When you perceive yourself as fulfilling your purpose or mission in life you grow in self-
worth. When you miss perceive yourself as not fulfilling this mission, being of track, you 
decay in self-worth and your physical body self-destructs. Anything you can accomplish is 
not your mission/purpose. Your mission is more a journey than a destination. Your 
competition will goals or subgoals are but destinations or steppingstones. Your mission is 
for life. Your accomplished goals are but stepping stones along the path of your life’s 
mission. So when you perceive yourself to be off-track is simply the perception of not 
fulfilling your life purpose, your mission, even if your perception is wrong.!!
Actually nature never abandons you. You are always on purpose, on mission. It is only the 
perception that you are off-track that makes you want to be back on track. Wherever you 
are is perfect because it is aligned with where you need to be in your values (extrinsic) in 
order to fulfil what you perceive to be your intrinsic values. This is the first step of 
realisation. Being off track is impossible. Getting back on track is simply the realisation 
that where you are is perfectly on track.!!
Sometimes recognising where we are in life and acknowledging that that is on track is 
difficult especially when there is heartbreak or pain. We perceive that we are on track only 
if we are feeling content and satisfied and we perceive that we are off track if we are 
stressed or experiencing breakdown or pain. This perception has led many people to make 
choices which are unhealthy and unproductive for their life. It is also led many people to 
avoid living because they are afraid of the struggle and the challenge of living life and 
therefore they find safety in relationships or safe jobs.!!
One lady came to me asking me to help her find her life purpose. She was angry at herself 
for accepting a mediocre job and not living life to her full potential. The first thing I had to 
show her was that a mediocre job is not a sign that she is off track or off purpose.  I asked 
her to look at the whole of her life all seven areas and realise where she had a perfect 
balance of support and challenge. I then asked her to look at her job and see where she had 
a perfect balance of support and challenge. When we run away from challenge we are 
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trying to define living on purpose as being smooth or without pain. This is where life 
purpose has got a bad reputation in the world because it has been defined by hippies as a 
place where everything feels good. Actually it’s quite the opposite.!!
When we are on purpose we get supported and challenged equally. In a relationship or in 
work or in health being on track is being supported and challenged equally. There is no 
possible way we can avoid being supported and challenged in life so there is no possible 
way of being off-track. However, when a person perceives that challenge is bad and they 
become challenge avoiding, all they do is simply build up their challengers until they 
become tsunamis. So pleasure seeking and living your mission vision purpose in life are 
complete opposite.!!
All things we create are created at the border of support and challenge/chaos and order. 
So when chaos comes is not a sign of being of purpose but more a sign of being on 
purpose. We grow at the border of chaos and order support and challenge, we move in the 
direction of our mission vision and purpose at the border of support and challenge. There 
is absolutely no avoiding it but we can have emotional reaction to challenge that is more 
toxic than the challenge itself.!!
Let’s say you are at work and somebody pushes your button. Having your button pushed 
at work is a challenge. It’s a good thing not a bad thing. Feeling emotional about having 
your button pushed at work is a good thing. Reacting to that emotion in any way is a bad 
thing because it wastes the opportunity of moving in the direction of your mission and 
instead, in the epitome narcissism, reacts and tries to change the other person. The most 
altruistic thing we can do in the world is change ourselves and the way we see challenges.!!
If you are in a relationship you have the perfect opportunity to be supported and 
challenged. Therefore you are on track no matter how much you argue or get hurt. You 
can choose to be narcissistic and try to change your partner or you can choose to be  
altruistic and learn to change yourself  (not really change yourself a change how you 
perceive things).!!
The main opposition to living on track is not what happens to you but more how you react 
to it. You can be challenged by your partner or your boss or your health and see this as an 
opportunity for growth or you can see this as a sign that you’ve messed up somewhere 
and therefore become self-depreciating. The choice is yours and nobody else can make that 
choice for you.!!
The great thing about knowing your life purpose or mission in life is that it gives you one 
question to ask every time you face challenge. How is this challenge helping me live my 
purpose? If you can answer this question you can have thankful’s for whatever’s going on 
around you. If you have thankful’s for whatever’s going on around you you don’t waste 
energy trying to fix what isn’t broken and therefore you don’t get distracted from your 
vision, mission, purpose and inspiration in life.
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